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Conflict "A Shameful National Blunder
.

and Army
received a very
.mixed audience reaction Monday
evening when he spoke on "The
- Origins and Imputations of Viet- 'jam." The former Major General
noted his gratitude for being asked
to speak about Vietnam oti "a
highly liberal campus." In his final
he joked, "I'm
prefatory
very delighted to be in a place
apart. It (Wooster) is indeed a
place apart, apart from what I have
' riot yet discovered." His theme was
straightforward: "My thesis ladies
and gentlemen is simple: Our
nation blundered in Vietnam and
hence betrayed a chosen ally. ...I
but
don't propose any
Vietnam
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College Examines
Calendar Systems

speech department,

illiam

I ne laculty
votes Mar. 3 on
whether to retain or reject, the
present calendar system in favor
of . semesters. In an effort to
answer any questions the students
rnight have concerning the
implications of this change.
professors Gerald Sanders of the

Hoffmann of education and Vivian
Dean of Faculty, met
with students in the pit Tuesday
Holliday.

evening

-

discussed the

and

following subjects:

Programs
Sanders: Most are designed for
semesters anyway, so changing
the calendar would make it easier
Off-camp- us

Holliday:

one-twelft-
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h
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one-eight-
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Hoffmann: Each course is
designed to take up
of
the academic time, whether or not
it includes lab work.
Sanders: Students are not going
to spend the same amount of time
on a science course with labs as on
speech course. There is
a
inequity in this system and it
should be remedied.
Holliday: It is possible under
both systems to get credit for lab
work. It is up to the faculty to make
that decision.
one-thir-
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Dorms May Soon
Become Alternative Housing Option
m

have risked the political, domestic
repercussions for Mr. Kennedy's
cont. onpg. 6

'

non-progra-
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m
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reached by the Executive

Committee of the Board of
Trustees, the College administration was granted the authority "to
establish units involving both men
and women which do not have

previously established program- matic themes."
coThe idea of a
ed dorm has been in the back
pocket of SGA for at least five
years. In . 1977, the Visitation
Committee composed a rough
draft for a proposal advocating a
co-edorm at
non-progra-

non-progra-

m

d

m

Wooster. The rough draft

--

materialized as a result of a
student poll which concluded that
45 of campus men and 53.8 of
campus women were in favor of
elites."
developing more programnon-prograKaren Dugger put General
housing units at
Westmoreland
on the same plane
Wooster. The draft estimated a
three-yeaperiod to create the with the shah of Iran. He made the
units and hoped to see 40 of the Viet Cong out to be the "rebels."
campus housing coeducational by the "alien forces." she said, when it
was they who had been fighting
1981 82 (at the time, only two copowers for thirty years.
western
ed dorms and two to ed houses
The Viet Cong were portrayed as
existed).
Unfortunately, the Visitation "anti democratic butchers," Dugwere killed
Committee's proposal never ger. said, yet millions1973:
in the
and
1965
between
actualized. In 1978, however, the
democracy,
of
name
presented
a
Dean of Students
When we pulled out, we expectproposal for another co-edorm
the embittered sides to just
ed
to the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees. On February shake hands, Dugger continued.
17, 1978. the Trustees adopted the We decry the Russian invasion of
following resolution to transform Afghanistan, but our participation
Wagner in Vietnam was its moral
the previously
program dorm: equivalent.
Hall into a co-eWestmoreland's speech was full
The administration is
of
racist and sexist slurs, Dugger
establish
authorized
to
said. The general termed it his
programmed residential
"accomplishment" that he prounits involving both men
moted two women officers to the
and women- within the
rank of brigadier general. It was no
following guidelines: 1) the
accomplishment of his, she said,
program shall be judged by
but of theirs. Any person who talks
the Vice President for
cont. onpg. 3
9
onpg.
cont.
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Justified
Tuition Increase
The

by Rick Martin
special from the SGA cabinet
"I don't know how I'm going to
afford it!" "Wait 'til my folks see
thi$" "They better increase my
financial aid!" Such were the
comments prompted by Dr.
letter informing all under
Christmas Break
Sanders: It is possible to find ctassmen that next year's comprehigher paying jobs that run from hensive fee. would be $6,950.
May through August, whereas Although all thoughtful students
most jobs winter break are will agree that an increase was
inevitable, many wonder why so
department store jobs
What about the much. In point of "fact, there are
Student:
revenue the college gets during several sound (if distasteful) reaChristmas break from banquets, sons for this substantial price hike.
It is true that the Consumer Price
etc.?
for 1979 was up only
Index
Holliday:
Another way of
phrasing that question is how 12.4 T.. whereas the $800 increase
much would the college gain from in tuition represents a 13.0t
an extra month in the spring? brost. Although this may seem
There could be more summer rather unfair at first blush, the costs
activities. Also, semesters would of running a private institution are
not the same as those associated
cont. on pg. 2 with running a home or business.
.
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Index of Higher Education, a
prire index used by colleges and
universities nation wide, runs about
ahead of the CPI. Thus,
2 to
the- cost of running a college like
Wooster rose anywhere from 14 to
1.''?.. Again. Wooster's increase
was only
Secondly, one must look at the
portion of the budget allocated to
various groups. Dr. Baird.
for Academic Affairs,
of the Col
estimates that 70
lege's operating budget goes for
personnel costs. Consequently, an
increase in salaries will have a
major effect on overall costs. Last
year's increase in faculty salaries
amounted to something like
obviously well behind the pace of
inflation. Hourly personnel receive
wages well below the Wayne
County average. As Dr. Baird put it
"We train people for the rest of
Wayne County " What it all boils
cont. on pg. 3
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an effort to respond to
Westmoreland's lecture Monday
night, professors George Galster of
economics. Marcus rohlmann ot
political science. Karen Dugger of
sociology and Gorden Stewart of
Westminster Presbyterian Church
held a discussion Tuesday afternoon in Lowry Center pit to
examine the general's assertions.
Westmoreland was an "effective
orator.' Pohlmann said, but unfortunately he "played rather fast and
loose with his facts." The general
made is sound as though the intent
of the United States in- Vietnam
was to make the world safe for
democracy, when the kind of
democracy we were making it safe
for was one in which all political
opponents were jailed. One listening to Westmoreland might think
North Vietnam attacked South
Vietnam. Pohlmann said, when in
actuality only a temporary boundary was constructed, intended to
exist only until elections could be
held. We forced Diem onto the
South, fighting with napalm and
agent orange. One student asked
Westmoreland about the free fire
zones. Pohlmann said, about the
burning of people's homes, and the
general's reported response was:
"They weren't really homes just
grass huts."
An agreement was submitted by
North Vietnam to Kissinger, Pohl
mann continued, which Kissinger
supposedly made a pretense of
rejecting, proceeded to carpet
bomb the north, and then accepted
the very same agreement - "just to
save Nixon's political face."
The Vietnam war is just another
example of the "chess game
between imperial powers." Pohl
mann concluded. "You are the
pawns." he informed the students
present. "It's your blood that's
going to be shed for the imperial
In
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Credit for Labs
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Reactions To
Westmoreland
Are Vehement

M
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campus.
It must be kept in
mind, however, that under the
quarter system time spent off
of the
campus is only
f
r
trt
rrari
iuiuiil timA
nine crurf
5. ,
oli
any burden, pay any price for
whereas under a semester system freedom), it is doubtful if his or Mr.
it would be
administration would
to" go off

aw

do urge that we not sweep this f

1
i
mess under the rug.
Westmoreland maintained that t'
his role in the Vietnam conflict was
only that of a soldier. In that
capacity, he explained that his duty f
was to make good the national f
commitment of U.S. military sup- - t
port to South Vietnam legitimized Kn civ nroctlontc Shrtsi rtirid
"r- gresses. His analysis of America's
;
treatment of the Vietnam conflict
r v
1
as "a shameful national blunder"
concentrated on his examination
of our sensitive political system r
and the vulnerabilities of our open
'
society." The verities of national f
r
electoral politics,
protest,
and irresponsible media coverage
during the war combined to f
undermine America's political re- solve to defend the Republic of if
Vietnam. "Hence the enemy got a
message not of resolve and
strength, but of political insecurity
and weakness, not only from
official actions but from vocal and
emotional elements in our society
that chose to resist actively a
national policy. And it (the Vietnam War) was national policy."
57
Westmoreland observed that the
young, zealous President Kennedy
sought to discourage Mr. Khrush
chev's "wars of national liberation"
by "Increasing America's 'military
effort in Vietnam by sending more
advisors, green berets, American-manne- d General Westmoreland during
helicopters and tactical Rodger Pelagalli
Non-Prograaircraft Although, he cited ' the
Co-E- d
Kennedy administration's support
of the overthrow of President Diem
in 1963 as a "grievous mistake",
by Keuin'Grubb
the former general recounted his
After years of debate, the
thought that there was time still for
chance that the College of
the United States to withdraw
Wooster may soon have a
honorably from the region.. He
coeducational dormitory
then qualified, "On the other hand,
seems more than
in the wake of Mr. Kennedy's
optimism. In a recent decision
I

home-mad- e
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'
by David Burton
William Westmoreland, former
commander of U.S. forces hi
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General Westmoreland Terms Vietnam
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The U.S. Is Going To Pay;
The Question Is The Price

-

Our habits of energy consumption have put the United States in a
precarious position and this position demands that sacrifices be made in
the immediate future. "We have become captive to OPEC countries,"
said General William Westmoreland at a press conference Monday
afternoon. We are their captive, yes. but we walked into their hands and
to break from this captivity is what will cost the United States. While the
alternatives for doing this appear grim at every level, the American
people must act. Our choice is to either make the oil and the oil countries
captive to our needs through brute strength, or to learn to do without.
The former alternative is more "American", but the latter is more
humane and more just. The bottom line poses the question: What are we
willing to pay for our excessive energy consumption? Do we sacrifice our
lifestyles, or our lives?
War must be avoided. The United States must reform to end its
gluttonous ways. for. as we have known for years, oil supplies are nearly
exhausted. To fight for Persian Gulf oil now would only further postpone
the inevitable. We must face the fact that this power source is not infinite
as we had counted on. Even should we gain control of oil in the Middle
East, that supply is estimated to last only approximately 35 years and it
would not be long before we were again faced with the exact
predicament. It is our duty, beyond being citizens of this country, to be
citizens of the world, to pull ourselves away from the dependency of
OPEC oil and to work to survive without it. It is our duty to preserve the

n tho Frlitor.
Midnhht Express is probably
one of the harshest, most violent,
most destructive movies a person
can visualize. It is destructive both

which
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Needs
Faculty Criticized as Being Oblivious to Students'
,
u
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question some recent
year and there were
the faculty, but the observers this
As I prepare to pay almost 7,000
year. If the faculty
last
a
minimum
faculty should take a better look at
dollars next year for my education
that
recommend
to
going
these actions themselves. One of is
I feel I should take a critical look at
abolished, I believe
something
be
their most recent actions that has
the educational side of the College
mat they should be aware of what
from
the provided much controversy is their it is they are abolishing.
of Wooster. Aside
curriculum and the facilities of the recommendation concerning "IniThe second very controversial
College, a very important aspect of tiation Week". Maybe the faculty is issue on campus is the change
the educational experience is the unaware that they are welcome to from quarters to semesters. There
observe section and dub "Hell
faculty.
many sides to this issue, but I
Week" activities, for to the best of are
I feel that not only should the
befieve the faculty should take into
consideration the opinions of. the
students they are educating. I hate
woosrarvoTCE haj
til atllfenta of tllC
l.L . AkAku Wa mfmdtmimtrto put this into monetary terms, but
IV.LC.L.J
if we weren't here (and many of us
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features arc
those of the staff alone, and should not b construed as representative erf
are leaving) they would not have
administration policy.
their jobs.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
These two situations illustrate
greater
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the
that many of the faculty members
Wooster communiry. Ail corresponaence may w
44691.
Ohio
Wooster,
College
of
are almost totally oblivious to the
3187,
The
Box
VOICE,
WOOSTER
thoughts, feelings, and situations of
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Associatkm. The subscription rate is
most students. Supposedly they
$10.00 per year for second class delivery.
are wiser and more experienced,
rvrv-- .
rJ tk wnnSTFR VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
but are they really? I urge the
ext. 433.
Room G 19. Telephone: (216)
faculty to be more aware of
themselves, their colleagues and
STAFF
'
the students at mis college. This is
.......Lisa Vickery
one way we could really get our
Associate Editors:
.
Louise . cum
money's worth.
Mews
,
Sincerely,
Kevin Grubb
Feature
HankSperry
Phyllis J. Jones
Sports
John CJegg
Assistant Sports Editor
Marty Stanton
..
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students
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nurses, and psycho-

doctors,

logists. TV rooms, libraries, a post

; where
office, and a - co-oprisoners obtain all kinds ' of
necessities. He did not live in a
fourteenth century dungeon but
he fived in a cell where there are
clean sheets and blankets on a
comfortable bed. In short, he lived
in conditions which were an
degree angle from
those that have .'been shown in
p

one-hundred-eigh- ty

,

state this

explicitly are in Turkish. The
prosecutor says that under
Turkish Laws every individual is
equal without any discrimination.
While he merely states the equality
for all in Turkish, he is shown as if
he wants to execute William
Hayes right there or as if he is
saying the evilest curses to him.
u iry did
No
1NO one knows
iiui
wiiy they
Knows why
uiu not
bother to translate the lurkish
parts into English.
William Hayes had never lived in
those conditions. He had never
met those sadistic characters in
movie. He was imprisoned in
one of the most modern prisons in
Turkey where the justice system is
tU
i
i
jjiiuei
iium iir: icnauiitiaiiun
iaren

It is not
less than an illustration of his military
it is the
for
peace
desire
the
generates
that
patriotism
apathy or lack of
understanding that war cannot brinq peace. Peace efforts are in honest
concern for the well being of both the nation and the. world; global
patriotism. What could exemplify loyalty more thoroughly than the
determination to save the country and the world from annihilation?
General Westmoreland will find it difficult to be patriotic to a country thai
no longer exists after the apocalypse.
Preservation of the United State.s will not come from oil control in the
Middle East, but through drastic conservation, coupled with the
development of a new society and culture that allows for severe energy
cut back. Only a decrease in the energy demand can bring the
preservation of peace, but it is the preservation of peace that we must
have. History has taught us that there have been no wars to end all wars,
but the war envisioned by Westmoreland and the like might just be that
it has the greatest potential to wipe out all of humanity.
last battle-f- or

actions-o-

v

point of view. He lived in a place
where prisoners work at several
different occupations such as
farming, carpentering, fishing,
etc., and make their living with
what they produce. He lived in a
prison where there are all kinds of
facilities such as a hospital with

morally and- - materially. Even
though it is said that it is based on a
true story, it totally consists of Ties,
misplaced accusations, distortions
of reality, and insults to the
Turkish nation. It is slander i
designed to degrade a nation. Both
the setting and the conditions are
distorted.
There was once a William Hayes
who came to Turkey and was
sentenced to jail because of
smuggling hashish out of
He was not sentenced to that
penalty because he was an alien.
Any hashish smuggler, whether a
Turk or an alien, is sentenced to
the same penalty under Turkish
Laws. This point is clear in the
movie, but what a pity that those

reason to kill or to be killed. tIt is not a
a population or a land. Most of all, it
devastate
good enough reason to
cannot justify risking the existence of the entire world. It is incredible that
General Westmoreland cannot understand what true patriotism is and
what genuine concern means after weighing the present oil threat against
the consequences of nuclear war. General Westmoreland's
movement among students is nothing
condemnation of the

To the Editor,

:-i-
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Oil control is not a good enough

narrow-mindednes-

'SvVw

Z.

The Turkish Nation Defended After ''Midnight Express"

peace.

anti-dra-

i--

'
Midnight 'Express.
In Turkey nobody will come arid
injure somebody unless there is a
reason for it. In Turkey torturing is
prohibited by the laws. In Turkey
they do not put their flags in their
restrooms. Turks are not sexual
maniacs, neither are they sadists.
They are not barbarians. They do

because tourism is
an important branch of the
economy. Turks and Turkey are
none of the nonsense that

like foreigners

Midnight Express shows.
Why was this film made? To"
make the Americans aware of
their freedom...? or to show them
an example of what happens to a
hashish smuggler in Turkey...?
These could have been done in
many other ways, based on truths.
If this film had been made to
discredit Turkish nation and
TurkeyThe U.S.A. and Turkey
have, been defensive allies under
N.a!T.O. for many years. For the
past few decades, they have not
had a major political .conflict.
(Except the case of Cyprus when a
rnifitary and financia.Lembargo was
imposed on Turkey in 1.974). In
fact. Turkey was the one that
made sacrifices such as sending
troops to Korea to help the U.S.A.
and prohibiting hashish planting.
(In early 1970s the U.S.A: wanted
Turkey to stop hashish planting
cont. on pg. 4
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The Internationalist- Struggle for Reform in El Salvador
by Alkis Papademetriou
.1.
ie
rine new .government uix rl C aiyauui
u ,rk a tiorxt nrw- arini iq r-nosition. A
high ranking official said that a substantial possioiiiiy 01 a coup movenie.u
from the right in the next few days exists. The political chaos in this small
iatjn American country is increasing every day. Last week political
violence in Salvador took at least 20 lives and a political group claimed
to be holding 500 hostages in governmental buildings.-th-

u
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--

.--

.Ar

-

--

e

Since 1931. El Salvador has been constantly under the.. regime of
junta was installed by
military juntas. Seven weeks ago a
Party.
The new reginie
sectors of the army and the Christian Democratic
,a(nrmc
have
Hardline
rnncorvatives
i a
A
nas promiseu piuyiaui ui awviai iuuiiiij.
Jb
out
assassinations
carried
groups
whiright-winparamilitary
the junta,
i u,k.rkne
in an anrwpnt attemnt to provoke a premature
insurrection by the military. The right wing strategy is clear. The left needs
left
time to seize power politically and militarily. The right provokes the
left.
into an early military confrontation where the army will wipe out the
Economic power in El Salvador has long been held by a small group of
wealthy families that control foreign trade, finance and agriculture, and
now oppose the juntas plans to carry out land reform and nationalize
private banks and trade.
The United States took the unusual step of publicly warning El
supporters against any
Salvador's armed forces and their
attempt to overthrow the existing government. Ever since Nicaragua's
dictatorship ended last year. Washington has been searching for a
formula to help avert the revolutionary chaos in Central America.
The U.S. would rather help the mediocre junta than see radical leftist
government in El Salvador in the future. The Carter administration
decided to send military aid including United States military training
teams and equipment such as tear gas and gas masks for use in riot
control. This military aid was opposed by both the Christian Democrats
and the Social Democrats. In a letter to President Carter. Archbishop
Osc.ir Armulf Ramero of San Salvador also warned that military aid
would intensify injustice and repression. Another plan was to send to D
Salvador a $49.8 million emergency economic aid package as to assist
progress towards basic reforms. But Washington apparently decided to
';'
stall the aid and one wonders why.
struggle
and
with
only
gained
be
that
something
can
Freedom is
sacrifice. To those ideals the people of El Salvador have given themselves
generously. Thousands of the country's citizens have been killed, but the
struggle for democracy and Socialism will continue. The people of. El
Salvador fight for their rights. They know well enough that, "people
united never are deceived and beaten." and the neighboring Nicaragua
the example that illustrates it.
military-civilia-

n

-
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right-win-
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Students and Faculty Join to Examine Calendar Options
conf. from pg. 1 .
eliminate one registration process,
plus the costs of printing another
schedule. The financial concern is
not a major one; the College will
break even.

Sanders: The semester

calendar
calendar.

is

a

Work Load
Hofliday: The

better

energy

content of each

course is not being increased -instead it is being spread out over

because

15

all?
.
Holliday: We want to do what is
best for learning and. the quarter
framework is not the

weeks. However, "I am not

claiming that every
member
standard."

will

Why Change?

abide

faculty

by

one

Student: Most students have
planned ahead through all four
years, figuring on the quarter
system. Many came to Wooster

it had quarters, and now
must compromise. Why change at

best.-framewor-

studying.

No
for
student will be prevented from
.
carrying out his plans.
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Pnhlmann. Duaaer and Stewart Resoond to
nUtfr
Opposing Political laeoiogy Westmoreland Lecture: Negative Reactions Dominate
Is Not Given Equal Time

'.

'

a
pg. Iv :
cont. from
The Door was then ODened to oood reason to believe wants to
about "ladies" and "bucks," Dug-ge- r the reactions of students, "a few of expand and has very real capabilicontinued, "certainly deserves
ties but the view that the only way
which are printed here.
The United States ofAmerica. once championed as the land of the free
from
storytellers."
the
all
applause
great
to have peace is through mutually
of
"You're
round
and brave, has slowly but surely evolved into a land of anarchy and no
one student informed the panel. assured destruction is a narrow
cowardice- - Recoonizablu this is a strona Statement--ancertainlu not audience."
your one. We must achieve peace by
Westmoreland's title. "The "You ought to
applicable in the literal sense to the majority of American citizens. It is
was
Vietnam."
a establishing economic, political,
of
was
Westmoreland
Imputations
position."
liberal
significant
segment
society,
though
of
indicative
of a rather
our
specifically that of my own generation. The big question, the question of erroneous. Galster said. A more dedicated man. he. continued, and and social ties with other countries
fitting title would have been "The
cannot be crucified for fighting for so that it would' not be in our
why and how Ihis condition arose is of the utmost concern to me.
Interest to do battle with one
his country.
It seems that America has neglected to instill within her DODulace the Obviations of' Vietnam "... Westcharacterized"
another, he said. The cold war
"classically
the
moreland
that
was
response
Stewart's
very real responsibility involved in citizenship, and has instead fostered a
attitude. We have,1 fear, lapsed the military mind at work," Galster purpose of the meeting was not to mentality "gets in the way of what I
more comforting "do
:
14 :
r
-- - nr.
i .4.4
u : I.. I
L
vvtr caouii hi iik
nuiiy ueircnisui said, because of his inability to be personally attack Westmoreland, feel are the only ties which will
imu a luanuiiai aiaie
uiI
democracy; we demand our rights, yet when it comes to defending those self critical and self reflective.
.but to present the other side. Both guarantee peace."
One student was glad WestHis speech was "full of implicit
rights with tangible commitments we protest with zeal. In a nutshell, the
sides are admittedly subjective,
continued,
came because It re-- ,
said,
Galster
moreland
assumptions."
each
up
it
is
to
thought
paid
and
to
have
Stewart
scant attention
molders and leaders of American
freedom and liberty is everyone's three of which were particularly student to intellectually choose vealed the existence of a person
the basic premise of democracy-tha- t
dangerous to our country, one
responsibility. The end result of this could be none other than a evident. 1.) "America must defend between them.
it is a fait freedom around the world a la the
If you honestly believe you
who gets a political view and holds
generation of Americans that see freedom as
accompli that nobody can take from you; r
Truman Doctrine." This assumes cannot kill a person, then being a to it no matter what. But he was
In the world of theory such assumptions are reinforced quite that "freedom" is identical with
conscientious objector is fine, disappointed with the reaction of
"nori communist." 2) "Any dissent another student said. "But I feel I the Wooster students. People
to run about loving and kissing his neighbor. Well it just does not work at home weakens the military have a duty to my country and so looked at the speech from either
that way; it never has and never shall. Unfortunately it takes a taste of the effort." an assumption that once do you. . .1 don't want to go to war. the left or the right they did not try
real world to awaken the misled. Just how great a national crisis will it we make a commitment we must but it's not right for one country's to find the ..trutlv In it.
follow through no matter what. rights to be taken away from them
Another student suggested
take to make America realize that we are not invincible.
I have a prescription of my own and I dare say it clashes with the Reflection
slows down military by another country."
that an effort be made to educate
prevailing thought on this campus. It is much more fashionable, I effort. Galster said, and those who
Westmoreland's ideas were the student body through lectures
suppose, to dissent from all that this country stands and all that our 'reflect are what Westmoreland twisted, admitted another student, and films, to give objective facts.
Westmoreland termed a
forebearers shed their blood, but I for one am not willing to conform. I termed "unpatriotic." 3) "We must but we must understand what the
and do our duty to our country and not Russians are capable of doing. We nuclear war undesirable, one sturesent dishing out the kind of dough for this college to get a
subjective education. This does not apply to the overwhelming majority worry about our rights." This is the cannot survive without an army.
dent said, but ignored that even
of college professors of course, but in the case of a relatively small most dangerous assumption. GalThis is a legitimate concern, conventional wars have lost their
minority. --The objective of a liberal arts institution, as I perceive it, is to ster said, because it assumes that Galster responded. The Soviet purpose. Can any war be justified?
present diversity: it is imperative that both sides of the coin be shown and duty to country is the equivalent of I Imon l a nation which we have
that students be permitted to draw their own conclusions.
duty to one's conscience. Did we
Mentality
of
Lei me go on record as saying that I abhor War; I do not even relish the have the "duty" to defend Diem
I
of the draft. By the same token,
prospects of a possible
of
and Chu. the Shah and his secret
,
recognize the very serious threat that a confident Russia now poses to police? Did the Germans in the
cRenbiuth
John
the world. Allow me please to address the notion that many of the 1930's have the "duty" to. obey the guest editorial
Of all of the events experienced during recent years at the College of
problems of the world are the direct result of "the corporate Nazis?
.
Monday night has surely
eltesjwthrig more man their international chess game." this is a nave and
Galster quoted Westmoreland Wooster, William Westmoreland's convocation
I
for
and the light it has
up
one
with
facts.
the
impact
backed
be
generalization
not
and
of
its
can
brash
as saying that "The only thing we risen well above the rest in terms
am not a corporate "chieftain" and I realize the seriousness of the United can learn from history is that we inadvertently shed on the current attitudes of our college population. A.
States predicament in the context of world affairs.
don't learn from history." But we major lesson to be learned from the former general's visit is that
It is a sad commentary for the College of Wooster when a speaker of must learn the limitations of a whenever a "controversial" opinion is to be expressed by a speaker or
the' stature of United States General can not present a program without political power built solely on speakers, it is the obligation and responsibility of the liberal arts
being slandered and discredited the following day. It frightens me to see military force. limitations not allevi- institution to offer equally credible differing opinions and the opportunity
the reactions of intelligent individuals when a different perspective is ated by the addition of a few for everyone to respond. In Westmoreland's case, the concerned
cast to thH that Westmoreland be compared with Hitter, and that "young bucks" to the ranks of the community had to provide its own forum for the expression of differing
he be put "behind bars" just runs counter to my grain. We have all no military. Galster said.
opinions. Unfortunately, there was never such forum provided in Mary
great political blunder
doubt been touched by the Viet Nam War-t- he
Gorden Stewart working as a Daly's case, an appalling display of
t
that it was, but to condemn and viciously attack those who committed campus minister during the war.
Much is to be learned from Monday's convocation and Tuesday s
their life to America is nothing more than scapegoating. It is inexcusable. saw army people pose as students forum, most of which is very distressing and borders on being horrifying.
of that
I genuinely hope that this can be taken as constructive criticism. Let us
for the purpose of turning peaceful The past six or seven years have somehow weathered away most
-:
playThe
"fair
and
Democracy
fashion)
(in
as
whatever
up
for
American
America
not deem those who stand
demonstrations into violent ones. once great backbone of
immoral. Let us not shape the consciousness of others, but present the The police continually tried to get American Youth. What ever happended to those concerned, aware
objective, both in our analysis of issues as well as in our interpretation of information from him concerning young Americans who constantly questioned the values America was
history. Better judgement must prevail over personal bias, and the facts who was going to lead the. upholding through "national policy"? What ever happened to those
begin to
must stand over the imaaination. demonstrations, and when and informed young Americans who knew much better than to even
of
freedom
the
supporting
of
purpose,
for
"Y4i1rf
the
fought
i
r
America
rifov-r"i- that
i Toor-i
where they would be held. "His believe
conscientious,
those
happened
to
ever,
What
people?
mail
other
his
and
tapped
phone was
that tte true ccicejd
opened - a common experience for jnderstandng American youths who laiew
democracy, love, peace and
justice,
freedom,
with
synoryrnous
not
;was
r
some
it
efforts.
those involved in
force and using to project
To the Editor,.
the American youths
happened
to
whatever
And
brotherhood?
On Sunday night . February aspect of their beliefs or policy on he said
political and institutional - yes, and
from
facts
ability
discern
to
uncanny
Westmoreland's presence on
"24th. the Committee. Against anotlier nation? We have seen it
military rhetoric? Somehow all of those youths who lost their lives and
Registration and the Draft held a happen many times in the old campus was a part of the whole their" souls in an immoral, unjust and criminal act of aggression in
...... .J a- league of Nations and in the drift in American society to the Vietnam got lost in the shuffle. Somehow good, old mom and dad, apple
...U:.U
J.
wukji iuvwu
panell discussion
broad range of topics concerning present United Nations: a country right, Stewart said. "That junk you pie, God and Country' took over in the wake of perhaps the greatest
tell you
history.
registration. Afghanistan. Middle would grow tired of bogged down got in high school didn't
military
not political, military and social disaster in American
was
story."
America
to
its
tum
and
real
the
negotiations
The
militarism.
East oil. and
concluding
ine wesimoieiaiiu
ovation
the
horrifying
to
hear
It
was
iptions to achieve its goals. If all fighting for freedom - it was fighting"
directly responsible for the
discussion revolved around the
by
man
a
given
convocation
a
convocation,
.
dis-capitalist
for a capitalist system with
personnel in Vietnam, an
idea that disarmament, rather than the world's countries were
death of tens of thousands of
more
even
be
beliefs.
would
it
armed
is
idea
This
necessary.
was
a draft
stage of McGaw and told us that the
the
on
who
stood
a
man
for
ovation
one which- all of us would like b inviting for one country to resort to
democratic expression of opinion here in America was a major cause of
believe, but apparently one that is military force .because no one'
'
our "losing" a "war" we should never have been involved in. This man
,
cont. from pg. I
"
could easily counter that force.
unattainable right now.
a . . rrn it u.a m ir "dutu" to follow blindlv anv decision our nation
- if Wooster wishes
Members of the panel believed Can one feel secure in a situation down to is this
I
there could be security with that kind of potential? think
-- that
'
not.
through disarmament. If the past
Peace and goodwill between
only following orders is quite reminiscent of Nuremberg and
in international cood- th7t
......
i
A third point relates to thecosts
our ultimate
u
be
has
to
nations
seem
any
is
r
me way. is stl serving time in Spandau prison,
wduw
juage
eration
this is that-- student, right here
unlikely. Every individual nation is objective. That goal is drawing of spedfic
great deal
fighting
for American" means
what
about
tmina to comoete for their own closer, but let us not spoil this those that travel a
themselves
WASP
the
goals and more often than not this chance by rapidly committing Admissions and Development.
w5
itrn
1739
rose
costs
ideal
Transportation
Utopian
when
finally
ourselves
come
to
some.
has
time
The
negotiations
atmosphere.
in
deadlock
mentality pervades our
ends in a
fuel costs.
in public like "There is no sexism on
make
comments
leaders
or war. This has been the nature of that is unattainable at the moment last year. largely due to
student
college going finan- - campus."
politics since the beginning of An easy, quick answer is not To keep this
or "If there is any sexism it is so subtle I can't really complain
must not
departments
of
these
dally,
era
thoughtful
"The time has come when concentration camp "jokes go
recorded history. It would be very possible. A
it."
ma- about
Consequently,
weakened.
growth
step
be
by
step
a
and
patience
unchallenged, when racial slurs and "burn the faggot" mentalities go
difficult to negotiate an internationfeasible.
al disarmament that even a simple of mutual friendship between the jor cutbacks are not
unaddressed. The time has finally come when we are willing to admit that
Finally.' the increase Wooster we will compromise our morality, compromise our
majority of nations could agree on. people of this earth Is the answer.
is not
for economic security. This applies to individuals on campus as
Even if a disarmament could be In the meantime we must pursue a students are experiencing
are tradition
schools
Most
private
as
a
act
military
unique.
to
security
line
of
: achieved arid mere were no longer
well as to the "America" our General demands we fight for. If these issues
of weapons, what check to possible rash actions by - raising tuition by anywhere from are not scrutinized, if we refuse to challenge and criticize these horrors
any
In this sense. Wooster is among us - then this day is, in truth, very sad indeed.
12
would then stop a country from militants or pacifists alike.
' not "a place apart."
Sincerely.
Kinley
Dan
quickly putting together an armed
.
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MUMBLINGS
-

byMikeLauber

World war. Those two words,
something
historical, distant, something awesome." something imperceptively
frightful for those of us too young
to have ever known such a thing
first hand.
During the days immediately
preceding World War L the whole
college was snapping to attention.
On the fifth of April 1915. realizing
we were on the verge of war, the
College passed a resolution of
loyahy and sent it to President
Wilson. The men "of the College
held a mass meeting and requested the faculty to institute compulsory military training. The sixth
morning of April brought a new
day and a declaration of war. The
trustees and faculty offered the
College facilities and the services of
the' teaching staff to aid the war

have always meant

effort.
Within ten days military training
one hour a day. five days a week,

had been substituted for the
required physical education ' of'
men. By the end of April all men
enrolled here were regulary drilling
on the athletic field. The women
formed a Red Cross training
department. soon distinguishing
themselves by their wonderful
marching tactics. Academic credit
was received for these activities.
Twenty years later. Wooster was
a part of the agricultural, industrial,
conservative, isolationist Midwest.
Throughout the decade of the
1930's. in classes, in lectures, in
newspapers, in discussions, even in
sermons, students were hearing
talk, of war tiQ they could barely
face the future optimistically
nobody could. They felt themselves headed for the front lines.
Students everywhere in the
country were crying out for peace,
peace at almost any price. Twice
during the Thirties Woo LTers
joined national student demonstra- tions. One April moming in 1936
they were summoned by bugle and
drum to the Rock. There they
heard many speeches decrying the
futility and immorality of war. and
speeches against the ROTC in.
particular, for which Wooster had
never applied. The whole campus
r
slo
ua decorated with
gans, including "Buy" Your Own
--

anti-wa-

Wreath NowTn" 1938 they held a torchlight parade and burned War
percent of
in effigy. Seventy-ninthe student body-- and faculty
"favored embargoes as means of
enforcing a strict policy of neutrality by the United States Govern-- ,
ment." Only Pearl Harbor brought
about a reversal of the opinion on
campus with regard to staying out
'
of the war.
Wooster's facilities and. faculty
were again pledged by the College
to aid the war effort. A Naval Flight
Preparatory School was established on campus, bringing a full
complement of 600 trainees to
'
Wooster for ground school.
Curiously enough, students to- day seem somewhat apprehensive
about running off to war. Students
prior to WWI were anxious to
encounter the excitement and
adventure of war in a foreign land.
of the Thirties
. Our forerunners
remembered too vividly, however,
the horror found by their brothers,
uncles, fathers and friends in
Belgian trenches and burgs of
France only a short war ago,
Wooster did its patriotic duty,
the "young bucks' marched off to
war to fight for America and the
world. ifler. Pearl Harbor. They
no less patriotic for opposing
war on moral grounds before dire
circumstances trampled their ideal'
ism under foot. .
Students come to college to
develop ideals to , lead them
through life. These ideals are found
within the breast as well as within
the brain. This personal standard of
morality may change after graduation, altered by the lessons of life,
hut the foundation is built here.
Morals generated, identified and
understood through the college
experience temper the immorality
and senselessness of the world.
Sich ideals cannot be set aside by
a command spat from a general's
mouth or by a cry rising from a line
cannot
of g.s thirsty
be so summarily ignored. When
the world lapses into barbarianism.
students will fight for another ideal
when the greater ideal of peace, of
sense., of rational intelligence is
.. murdered.
Fr today's student, world war
hokls little fascination, tittle ro
mance, no sense.
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Worthy Occasions

by Peter Hauholm

morelancTs visit was justified by the
of careful : and critical
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The quarter moves to a close,
amidst debate about whether
General Westmoreland's visit was
worthy Should the Speakers and
Topics Committee of , SAB. who.
brought the General to campus, be
reproved?
.
This is not a matter of freedom'
ofspeech. I have heard no, one .
suggest that SAB should. have.
been prevented from bringing
Westmoreland. It is a more difficult
issue: was the money wasted on a
worthless occasion?
ft could be argued that West- -

amount
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Turkish Nation
Defended

.

by Kevin Grubb
WCWS 92 FM will broadcast an
informal panel discussion regarding the present academic calendar.
Sunday. March 2 at 6:15 p.m. The
discussion, entitled "Quarter vs.
Semester System." has been coordinated by WCWS staff members Kim Hsieh and Scott Schiller
in order to increase student, faculty
and. community interest hi ' the
issue before the faculty votes the
next day to determine whether or
not to change to a semester .
calendar.
Representing the college administration during the discussion will
be President Henry Copeland and
Dean of the Faculty. Vivian
Hofflday. Professors Henry Herring
of the English Department and
James Haden of the Philosophy
Department will speak on faculty
opinions on the issue, and SGA
express student concerns regarding the quartersemester system.
Hopefully, the results of a campus
poll conducted by SGA February
28 suggesting student views of the
' most favored calendar, will be
available for the broadcast.
.
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Indeed, to. do so is to belittle the
setting in which it took place. This
it.,
i .1
rcuiv-- uuiu me rjeiteiai uecii
was
asked to speak on the Middle East
(as he would have preferred), we
would have been bored by John
Connally campaign handouts. But
because the General .spoke from
1
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To assume that members of this
community swallowed the General's version of Vietnam whole Is to
underestimate them. To assume
that students are uncritical is. in my
view, much more dangerous than
the General: people frequently are
shaped by such expectations. .
To assume that SAB's Speakers
and Tonics Committee was either
politically or sensationally ' moti-- .
.

.J la iu uiiucimiiiimc uiv
.viiliu
P"wer of Wooster's education ' to
make people curious.
Come to Common Hour next
Wednesday at 10 hi Lowry Center
to continue, the conversation.
s
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would have been. He was not
trivial because 1 learned, as I
f listened to him (in an afternoon
discussion and at dinner: Romeo
.
I
I
1. .I. -- .
.l ,A
another stage Monday evening). In
retrospect everything I learned
..ice rroAM aY&o Kilt tKaf ic fro.
quently the way with new ideas. '
I heard about a new way to
ensure that wars are moral. One
has one's lawyer check all proposed tactics and weapons against
the Geneva Conventions before
use., a son oi, einicai- run
Mria4nrd That in him ci rrcoi
ret new way of thinking about the
Conventions. If everything one's
lawyer says they do not prohibit is
ok. one's frightfulness in war is
limited only by one's Imagination.
Thus, perhaps, the concept of
"body count", as a way of
measuring success under the General's command. - '
I neara ine mono i quoiea nere
last week about the military's being
a tool of democracy used to deny,
.responsibility both for the war's
existence (Kennedy started it) and
its loss (We didn't have the political
cunruvt umi TlooAoA to Win) I UJAC
of course familiar with the idea, but
I had not before seen ft used so
.1
t I.
wuu
us consequence !.
n iL.ft
inorougmy.
the- General's record is pristine
because he - never had' any te
sponsibility as a human being: he
was only a general and therefore
not responsible for either moral
or political aspects of his work.
I also learned that I did not know
enough to challenge nis assertion
that he suffered no defeats. Dr.
Gates has given me a reading list.
My point is that one need not
think of the General's visit only or

Semester vs. Quarter Calendar Debate
Is Broadcast Over Radio WCWS

.
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Dear President Carter.
.
annihilated by some' future
What you have, done I cannot
president's dictum, by some future
- forgive. I speak not of reinstating
leader's mistake?
draft registration. Tomorrow you
You have- - robbed me "of my
could cancel registration and the
innocence. I work and dream now
damage would not be repaired.
knowing that one" word "could
You have robbed me qf something
destroy all that work and all
And you would have me
which cannot be returned. You
fight knowing that one pushbutton
have robbed me of my innocence.
mistake could destroy all that I am
A few weeks ago. when I was still
"
a child. I clung to the naive belief willing to die for.
You have robbed me of my
that my life was my own, that I had
innocence. I look for someplace to
a right to my own dreams. But with
one dictum you have destroyed all hide and suddenly realize that
that innocence. You have shown 'there is no place to hide. There is
no place to go. There is no place
me how little my life belongs lo me.
that belongs to me, that I can
You have shown me that my
heartbeat is. not my own. but part furnish with my dreams and my
ideals.
of a louder heartbeat that supports
A few weeks ago, when I was a
the life of some greater being.
I will not fight your war. Don't
child. I used to find an innocent
wonder in child's games: stacking
call me a pacifist or a coward, for I
blocks one on top of another until
am neither. Two hundred years
they'd tumble to the ground. But
ago. when men and - women
banded together to fight for their you've taken that innocence away.
liberty--- ! would have fought that
And the games you play: stacking
war. It would have been my liberty threat on threat, bluff on bluff,
and my children's liberty I was weapon on weapon... when those
fighting for. with my gun. facing blocks fall down., just what do you
men who fought for what they propose to do. Mr. President, if '-believed in with their guns. While I you find they were made of glass.
hate war and killing. I cannot and you have destroyed the only
refuse to sacrifice for someone blocks with which to put the world
else's liberty what - hundreds back together?
Lee Merrill
sacrificed for mine. .
anymore.
like
is
not
But war
that
";
Just as peacetime gives man only
token possession of his rights, war
no longer deems man worthy of
conf. from pg. 2
the right of an individual death. because the rate' of American
Countries toss their missiles and . youth using hashish as a drug was
knock men down like toy soldiers.
increasing. However, in Turkey
I win not become a human missile:
hashish was being planted and was
"push my social security number
being exported to foreign
and send me flying toward the countries for medical use. under
enemy." Why should I fight a war governmental control. After fhisj
The discussion, is important in . that does not acknowledge the
should the present quarter value of my sacrifice? Why should I decision had been made, hashish
. that
planters
and are. still,
calendar be changed to semesters, .fight for a freedom that can be suffering. suffered
In addition to that.,
'
numerous changes concerning
unfortunately, the rate of addition
course selections, academic credit
hashish among American youth
to
requirements ana lengrn oi oreaKS
T T
t
did not decrease.) It is ironic that
would occur. Although both sides
no film producer had attempted to
ot the issue win oe addressed oy
Focusing their attention on unity ' make a movie about thousands of
each of the three - groups of
within the student body and ; Turkish hashish planters suffering ;
representatives. Schiller stresses
student awareness. SGA President because of American youth.
that "the discussion win be informal
Katie
Vice President-elec- t
and
Racism ' brought nothing .. to
in nature. It is not designed for
KnaH and Krystin Buckey have humankind
but grudges and
particular individuals to express, high hopes for the upcoming term. .
hatred. Racist ideas brought the
the.
their personal opinions on
Both Knan and Buckey look .US.A. a CivB
racist
suhiert '
forward to working with the SAB point of view brought a World
In the future, hoping to "keep up War. Why do people still try to
the good relations with SAB and emphasize their racist ideas and
maybe even improve them." Both urge people to adopt their beliefs '
T5ouglass. Wagner, and Babcock.
organizations plan to sponsor by presenting a bundle of ties as
',
activities that win accurately rflect the truth.
Halls wiH trade trr the Wooster
straw
campus concerns.
- The producer of the movie
Scott ie for a turkey
Noting that SGA is "more than a Midnight Express and the .
tomorrow night March 1. The
messenger service" for the student Committee which gave this film a
three dorms have rosined up their
body. KnaH hopes to "increase prize should be considered as
bows and tuned up their fiddles hi
student awareness"- - of important racists and should be protested
an
for
preparation
campus issues. Improving the because they distort the reality
Sadie Hawkins Dance.
,
'
between the SGA md because they make fools of aU '
the
at
communication
of
first
The
and the student body is one way of us with this deception.
Cortege, the dance wiH tuckoff
Always remain in health and
proposed to expand student
Douglass
around 9:00 p.m." in
"I plan to strive for peace, as we say in Turkish. arm coun-conattic with down
Ayse Beyazit.
- cont. onpg. 9 j
on pg. 9
wi-r-

ess.
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argument
would be ah
similar in , form, to "We had to
sacrifice some civilians to get at the
guerillas."
J.
... I think the General was worth
' having because he was not trivial

Editor's Note: The era of yellow
journalism in I he Wooster Voice
has come to a close with this, the
final issue of winter quarter.. Good
luck to everyone on final exams.
enjry spring break and enjoy hie.

Cheers! LV.
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Chairpeople Enthusiastically
Plan SAB's New Season
by Diane Day
The new chairpersons for SAB
' committees were recently chosen.
Lee Reynolds, the new chairman,
feels that they are an enthusiastic
group of individuals. He also feels
they viH maintain the standards
set - by the departing board
members.
;

.

-

New
.

members are, Lee

Reynolds, SAB chairman and Pete
Morgan.
of SAB.
New committee chairpersons are:
Vice-chairma- n

Cindy

Valencia
Forum. Tom
Margaret

,
. Wolfe-Art-

Garlick-BlacLitzler-ConcertTannehill-Crafts-

k
s.

Adrienne

.

Greg Kezele-Lowr-

.

Sauro-Films-

Center

y

r
Activities. Kathy
Recreation. Eric Johnson and
Greg Brelsford Speakers and
Topics. Bill
l
Events
and Interests. Melinda Lawrence-- ;
Travel, and the position for
manager of the Cage has yet to be
filled.
Reynolds believes the
student body to be interested in
SAB because of the large number
Carrier-Outdoo-

Boone-Specia-

-

of applications

concerning the strengths and
weaknesses of SAB, and a survey
of freshman needs after nine
weeks of school.
'
Pete Morgan, a junior, has had
previous experience with SAB. As
a sophomore he worked on the
Special Events committee, and as
a junior chaired the Concert
Committee
which had been
virtually nonexistent in past years.
Reynolds and Morgan feel the
present SAB organization did a
fine job and they hope to
strengthen the programs which
are already in progress such as the
film series, concerts, and lectures.
Morgan stressed events which
people are able to get excited
about and cited the Wooster
Olympics as an example.

.

vice-chairma- n

said committee

chairpersons selected represent a
wide cross section of the College
community.
Reynolds and Morgan have
similar philosophies concerning
SAB and its function as an
organization on campus. It is. as
Morgan put it. "of. by, and for the
students." SAB is to provide
alternative
entertainment
and
educational experiences for the

student.

Lee Reynolds is this year's
freshman scholar with Lowry
Center. As a freshman scholar
Reynolds ran surveys for Lowry
Center, interviews with the

re-invol- ve
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August 26
August
August 31
August 31
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Semester ancT
Calendar Better for Travel
quarter
semester '

The

systems both provide advantages
and disadvantages, most of which
the students are already familiar
with. One related issue, the affect
on the foreign travel opportunities,
however, is frequently overlooked. Traveling out of the states
provides
experience as
opposed to book descriptions and
learning. Why read a book on
Japan when you can go to Japan?
With the present quarter
system, if a student decides to go
abroad for one quarter, she will
be
for approximately
ten weeks and return to campus
for the remaining twenty weeks. In
turn, the student will earn three
credits
and six
credits. The student may
decide to travel to more than one
country and receive six
credits and three
credits.
first-han-

off-camp-

d

us

off-camp-

us

on-camp-

off-camp-

on-camp-

us

us

us

Whereas with the semester
system, the student will travel for
fifteen weeks, and earn five credits
and five
This complicates the matter for
under the present program, every
student who travels would have to
receive five language credits.
Ultimately, the system must be
restructured to allow the student
to receive credits in other
departments. With this extra time,
students may be able to propose a
plan or "contract" that explains
what the student wants to study.
The semester system could offer
more freedom of choice in course
study for the student.
An advantage of the semester
system is the additional time which
will expose students to the culture
for a longer period of time and
perhaps give them a better
understanding or feel for the
, cont. on pg. 9
off-camp-

on-campu-

us

.
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2

December 17)

New students arrive
New students orientation
(Mon.)
Upperclass students arrive
(Mon.)
New student registration (Tues.)
September 1
Classes begin
November 25
(Wed.)
Last day of classes before Thanksgiving
(Thurs.) Thanksgiving Break
November 26
November 27
Thanksgiving Break
(Fri)
(Mon.)
November 30
Classes resume
(Fri.)
Classes end
December 11
December 1213 (Sat., Sun.) Reading days
(Mon.)
Exams
December 14
''
(Tues.)
Exams
December 15
(Wed.)
December 16
Exams
(Thurs.)
December 17
Exams
(Wed.)

Calendar A
Second Semester
2

1981-8-

Classes begin
Last day of classes before Spring Break
(Fri)
Spring Break
(Sat)
(Sun.)
Spring Break
(Mon.)
Classes resume
(Tues.)
Last day of classes
(Wed.,Thurs.) Reading days
(Fri.) . Exams
(Sat.)
Exams
(Mon.)
Exams
(Tues.)
Exams

January 17
January 18

Baccalaureate.

(Classes starting
before Labor Day)

(77 days)
(78 days)

March 12
March 13 to
March 28
March 29
May 11
May 1213
May 14
(Fri.)
Exams
May 15
May 17
May 18

-

Commencement

Semester ends.
Semester ends.

Editor-in-Chi-

the

1980-198-

1

school year.

talents, capabilities and

experience, as well as ideas for
improvement in the newspaper,
and mail it to Charles Hurst,
Chairman of the Publications
Committee. AD applicants will be
contacted for an interview with the
Publications Committee.

2

May 23
May 24

Semester ends.

2

(January 17 - May 18)
' (Sun.)
Students return
(Mon.)
Classes begin
(Fri.)
Last day of classes before Spring Break
(Sat.)
Spring Break
.'
(Sun.)
(Mon.)
Classes resume
(Tues.)
Last day of classes
(Wed.,Thurs.)Reading days
.

--

(Sat.)
(Mon.)
(Tues.)

Exam
Exams
Exams

(Sun.)
(Mon.)

Baccalaureate
Graduation

ef

Responsibilities begin with the first
issue of Spring Quarter and
continue through the following
March.
Interested students should write
.a letter of application, specifying

Calendar B
Second Semester

(Mon.)

(Sun.)

Applications are now being
accepted for the position of
of The Wooster Voice for

(September 8 - December 21)
September 2
(Wed.)
New students arrive
Sept.
New students orientation
September 7
Upperclass students arrive
(Mon.)
September 7
(Mon.)
New student registration
September 8
(Tues.)
Classes begin
November 25
(Wed.)
Last day of classes before Thanksgiving
November 26
(Thurs.) Thanksgiving Break
November 27
(Fri.)
November 30
(Mon.)
Classes resume
December 14
(Mon.)
Last day of classes
Dec. 1416
(Tues.,Wed.) Reading days
December 17
(Thurs.) Exams
(Fri.)
December 18
Exams
(Sat.)
Exams
'December 19
December 21
(Mon.)
Exams
(74 days)
t Semester ends.
(Classes beginning
after Labor Day)

(January 11 May 11)
(Sun.)
Students return

May 16

Editor Applications

.

,

March 12
March 13 to
March 28
March 29
May 4
May 56
May 7
May 8
May 10
May 11

Audio-Visua-

materials bv this time.

2-- 7

:

January 10
January 11

s.

extended hours in the week
preceding the beginning of examinations, a special effort is being
made to keep the Library open for
longer hours in this period. In this
spirit, the Library will be open until
1
am the entire week before
examinations begin and on the two
Saturday nights before examina
lion week commences.
It should be emphasized that in
the period between 12 midnight
and 1 am. the Library will be open
as a study hall: that is. the
Information
Center Desk and
Audio Visual Services will be open
only until midnight, although the
rest of the building will be open
until 1 am for students who need a
iuiet place to study. All students
are requested to come expecting to
( barge
out materials before the
Desk closes at midnight and to
complete the use of
l

Calendar B
First Semester

26-3- 1

1981-8-

In response to a request from Dr.
William Baird and student demand
tli.it the Library be open for

1

Calendar A '
First Semester
(September

Library Extends
Hours for Exams

-

.

present board members

Over the coming year there will
be some changes in SAB. There is
apparently no centralized system
of publicity which - leads to
confusion concerning activities on
campus. Hopefully SAB will be
able to come up with a viable
solution to the Tublicity problem.
Reynolds would also like to make
the campus more aware of the
actual function of SAB as he feels
that few know. It is. "An extremely
busy organization. SAB sponsors
ten to fifteen events per week and
works with a budget of $2,000
dollars, which must be turned into
$9,000 worth of programming."
Morgan believes that one very
disturbing factor is student
apathy. He cites the upcoming
Michael Stanley concert saying
that the students have given little
support. Through the upcoming
SAB Morgan hopes to
the students in campus events.

which were

received. The chairman and

ANDREWS LIBRARY
Extended Hours for the Examination Period: March 1 - 15
'
8 am 1 am
SATURDAY (March 1) '
1
pm 12 midnight
SUNDAY (March 2)
MONDAY (March 3)
throuqh
8 am
am
THURSDAY (March 13)
8 am - 10 pm
FRIDAY (March 14)
8 am 5 pm
SATURDAY (March 15)
In This Period
Services Will Observe The Following Hour
8 am - 10 pm
SATURDAY (March 1)
1 pm - 12 midnight
SUNDAY (March 2)
MONDAY (March 3)
through
8 am - 1 am
THURSDAY (March 6)
FRIDAY (March 7)
8 am - 10 pm
8 am - 10 pm
SATURDAY (March 8)
SUNDAY (March 9)
i pm . l2 mjdnight
and
S am - 12 midnight
M,?Y,(Mafch 10)
TUESDAY (March 11)
through
THURSDAY (March 13)
8 am - 1 am
FRIDAY (March 14)
8 am , 10 pm ,
SATURDAY (March 15)
Closed

(78 days)
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Interview With General Westmoreland
Reveals His' Perspective on Military

'

"N
)

by David Burton
"My Perspective:" An Interview
with William Westmoreland. Maj.
Gen.. U.S. Army Retired

Q.: Do you think that's realistic to
think that they would actually try

forces to provide q deterrent to
their use. But in my opinion, it's
more a reconfiguration to reduce
vulnerability than it is expansion.
One of the reasons that I did hot
go for SALT U, and have taken a
public position against it, is that if
we approve SALT II, and if we do
everything that the treaty- - will
allow, we will be greatly
expanding our nuclear forces.
And so will the Soviets.

to take over the oil fields?
A.: Well, let's put it this way:
They've got the capability of doing
'
it and if they chose to do d
The following is a transcript
they will be tempted to do so we
compiled from excerpts of an wouldn't be able to do a damn
"
hour-loninterview with William thing about it. So the balance of
Westmoreland, Major General, military power in that area is very
.
U.S. Army. Retired, on Monday, strongly in their favor by a major
February 25th. The scope of the magnitude.
'
questioning encompasses topics
of Soviet designs in Afghanistan. Q.: In President Carter's last news Q.: Then what would you rather
U.S. foreign and military policy in conference, he warned that the see than SALT II?
the Middle East and Southwest
Soviet Union would not be allowed A.:
I'd rather see complete '
Asia, conventional and nuclear to choose either the tactics or the
disarmament. I' mean
arms thought and policy and terrain of confrontation between nuclear
nuclear disarmament
realistic
military conscription. The two forces of the United States and the
-line.
the
down
Wooster students who questioned Soviet Union. How realistic is Q.: Do you support the Hatfield
Westmoreland were . Eric that?
Amendment for a total
Johnson, "and David Burton.
A.: They would not be allowed to moratorium
of nuclear arms
choose the tactics or the terrain? (production and deployment)?
Q.: What is your assessment of That's a logic that I cannot follow. A.: Well, Hatfield is not one of my
Soviet military strategy in I cannot follow it at all. I think they favorite guys. I haven't read his
Afghanistan? Has theirs been one do have options of tactics. 1 think amendment...! have read his
centered on. attrition of their they do have the option of terrain. amendment, out frankly I'd have '
enemies or on control of the
to refresh my memory so I could
civilian population and territory?
Q.: Will the provision of U.S. arms comment on it. Anything we do is
A. : Well, they entered the country
to Pakistan serve as a deterrent to fraught with dangers. It is
for the purpose of shoring up a the Soviets?
absolutely essential that we build
shaky communist regime. What A.: Well, two things would have to up our conventional forces that
they're attempting to do now is be considered: The timing of it. have been neglected. It's
attempting to establish control you got a lead time of several absolutely essential.
over the territory and over the years. I mean you don't do things
people. And they're concentrating like this overnight. You got a long Q.: How do you" mean build them
on keeping the roads over and lead time before any aid we give up? Better training or more
trying to control the larger cities.
them becomes effective. The people? A.: Well, they're understrength
'
Q.:
Given this kind of war second is that we got to give them now. First we ought to build our
(guerilla), do you think the Soviet enough to provide a deterrent a- ..
ranks.
military command has relished this gainst the forces of the Soviet
Union.
Q.: How do you propose we do
conflict or do you think they go
so-an-

g

;

1

'

.

.

General Westmoreland Terms Vietnam
Conflict "A Shameful National Blunder"
,

cant, from pg.

inaugural address was

1

still

ringing

obviously not of officer caliber."
(Lt. CaUey was
for
Westmoreland explained that having ordered and carried-ou- t
the
the Johnson administration ex- Mi Lai massacre).
panded the war effort to "hold the
The speaker finally indicted the
enemy in South Vietnam and Western news media for its
defeat him; (to) help build a nation "misleading" reporting of the Tet
in a democratic mold," and mat his offensive of 1968 which he
"Guns and Butter policy greatly characterized as the North Vietnaincreased the national debt Con- mese
effort to defeat
cerning, the beneficiaries of the combined U.S. and South Viet"Great Society" program, West- namese forces reminiscent of the
moreland said, "No one bore a, Battle of the Bulge in World War
burden, not a hardship, except Two. The Germans failed in 1944
those on the battlefield and their and so did the North Vietnamese
loved ones."
in 1968. The enemies military
defeat was so severe it took him
Bombing of North Vietnam was four years to recover. There were
- a thermometer of no public uprisings against the
political pressure at home." the Saigon regime." Against his advice
Hanoi regime was able to adjust to the contrary, Washington oritself for this: North Vietnam's dered the decrease of pressure on
"leaders saw that they could win the Hanoi regime in conjunction
the war politically In Washington as f with diplomatic efforts at the Paris
they did hi Paris in 1954."
Peace Conference. This develop"As the war was allowed to ment doubtlessly played a part in
drag on and on the mood of the Westmoreland's conclusion that hi
Congress as a reflection of public times of war, U.S. military opinion
attitudes, in turn influenced pro- - be given "priority consideration"
by the media particularly by political policy makers. '
by T V. news reports, grew further
and further away from the policies
He counseled that America be
of the executive branch." Westleary of "undeclared wars," and
moreland charged thast the presiof civil
that the glorification
dent and congressional leaders
disobedience by minority groups
were afraid of an open, national
(e.g., draft resist ers) established a
debate about U.S. involvement in
Hence, as the war1 "dangerous precedent." In the
became controversial, they did not reporting of any war, the news
media must show a more convinaffirm the Gulf of Tonkin (1964)
on an annual basis. This reticence cing sense of responsibility. He
closed conventional avenues of warned. The communists wish to
communication of Americans with encourage our political leaders to
make decisions "based on political
their leaders.
expediency rather than experienced, sound judgment And they
Westmoreland decried Conhave achieved considerable
gress' passage of college deferment
success. Westmoreland main"cardinal
from the draft as a
proudly that "we never lost
tained
mistake with widespread reperbattle,"
but he certainly did not
a
cussions," the most apparent of
take any professional, let alone
which was a war fought mainly by personal, responsibility for any
"the poor man's son." But he ignoble
part in the travesty we call
added, I attribute the emotional Vietnam.
r
sentiment on the campus
to a auih complex and the
frustration of having to possfoly
Don't forget the faculty will be
participate in a war controlled by a voting on the quartersemester
political policy." That action calendar change on Monday. Let
denied the military its tradition your profs know how you feel (and
pool of officer material; so marginal why). There will be a program on
types had to be accepted. He WCWS on the issue this Sunday
interjected. That, incidentally, is at 6:15 p.m.
the tragedy of Li. Cafley, who was
in the ears of America.'

court-martiale-

last-ditc-

d

h

into it reluctantly?
A.: Well. I have no idea. Well, it's
certainly a guerilla war from the
standpoint of the Afghans. But
whether they relish it. I just don't
know. I must say the military
doesn't have a say one way or the
other.

.

n

Q.: Many people have compared
in
Afghanistan with our involvement
in Vietnam. What do you think
about that?
A.: Well, there are very few
common denominators, very few
indeed. In the first place Vietnam
was a country divided by the 1954
Geneva Accords. There was a
South Vietnam and a North
Vietnam. Of course, Afghanistan
is a single country. I'm sure you
don't read the Washington Post
out here (We try when it Comes in
four days late). Igot a call from the
Washington Post the day this
hit. And the headline in the

the Russian involvement

.-fo-

undly

off-and-o-

Indo-chin-

--

no-wi- n

moreland

Union will Regret their
Commitment." I think they

.

probably will. I think they'll regret
the boycott of the Olympic
Games. I think they regret the
embargo on the shipping of grains,
the stopping of the transfer of
technology. I think this has been a
reaction that they had not
But I also feel
anticipated.
whether the 80,000 troops tied up
there, where they're having
difficulty trying to kill gnats with a
fly swatter. That is a good
description of what guerilla war is
like when confronted with a
conventional force, that it is
costing them considerably more
than they had anticipated. On the
other hand, they are now within
four hundred miles of the Strait of
Hormuz. Four hundred miles and

one country away from the
Persian Gulf, an area that they
have coveted for many years.

:'

--

,

Washington Post was "WestPredicts the Soviet

a.

anti-wa-

that? '
A.: Well, there are two ways it can
be done. One is that young bucks
like you march to the recruiting
polls and volunteer. In which case
we don't have to start the draft. If
you
don't do that then the only
'
other answer is the draft. It's just
that simple.
Q.: General, how do you see your
role in American history? '
A.: My role? I don't see it. I haven't
even thought about it. I was
center stage during a rather
difficult time in our history. And
I'm sure that will be recorded by
that brings us down to the history books. That's not a
conventional arms.
matter of opinion. That's a matter
of
fact: I'm in no position to
any
of
loser
the
Q.: Would not
whether I was effective
evaluate
conventional war be tempted to
All I know is that J gave it
not.
or
power?
use nuclear
At the risk of his own mv best efforts.
A.:
destruction, yes. I think we are not Q.: What was your purpose then? -going to admit that we're not going What were your intentions?
to use them, but when it comes A.:
Well. I was ordered to
down to the decision, comes to the Vietnam to take command which I'
wire, if the Soviets were about to did. Anil we didn't lose a battle.
invade our country. I think we The war wasn't lost on the battle
probably would use them. I can't field, it was fast at home polit ically.
conceive of using them any other
way. But we can't make that Q.: How so?
public announcement; we got to A.: Well. I'm going to give you a
mean forty five minute lecture on that
keep them guessing.
people of your age bracket tonight. That's what I was asked
,
thought the man with the rifle on to do.
the ground is obsolete, because Q.: Well, General I think that when
from now on we deal in "Star you are on campus. youH hear
IVars" - push bifon warfare. some incisive questions from
Well, that's baloney: you can just
students and you 11 have your
wipe it all out. We're back where perspectives challenged.
we started because the only A.: It will be interesting to hear my
conceivable fight that we're going
ix'rsitective challengetl bv .21
to have with the Soviet Union is year-olcollege students
going to be a conventional fight (Laughter).
because otherwise you're dealing

Q.: . Do you think 'that any
conventional war between the
United States and the Soviet
Union would escalate into a
nuclear exchange?
A.: I don't know. I don't think so at
all. I think you can forget the
nuclear weapons on this planet.
It's unthinkable that we're going to
use it (nuclear arsenal): it's
unthinkable, if they are rational
people, that they are going to use
it. So you can forget about nuclear
weapons. And you can start back
where we were when there was
no atomic weapon on earth. And

l

'

-

"

.
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.

d

in

.

self-destructio-

n.

Q.: Why is there such a push for
increased nuclear forces?
A.: I would put it a little different
way. There is a strong school of
thought that we have to inyirove
the configuration of our nuclear
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Opportunities for Students Increases

What's In store for . colleoe
students of the future? Because of
declining numbers hi the traditional
college age range, students "will
seldom. If ever, have had ft so
good," says a report from the

predictions. The renort does admit
that in an effort to attract more and
different types of students, "a
downward drift in quality, balance,,

Warns that the . institutions
most vulnerable to damaging
enrollment drops are
liberal arts colleges and doctorate-grantinintegrity, dynamism, diversity,
universities with modest
private initiative, and research
research programs.
Carnegie Council on Policy capability is not only possible, but
Says that while
r
Studies. They will be recruited quite likely in higher education,"
colleges will continue to grow in
more" actively,
admitted more but maintains such a drift would popularity, they are
vulnerable to
readily, retained more assiduously, not "be required by
external Proposit on
funding cuts
counseled more attentively, graded events' but rather would be of the and low
retention
rates.
more considerately, financed more colleges and universities' own
Warns that colleges shouldn't
adequately, taught more conscienmaking.
go overboard on vocational protiously, placed in jobs more
The report also:
grams at the expense of liberal arts
insistently, and the curriculum will
Predicts that the college since "given the new interests of
be more tailored to their tastes."
population in the year 2000 will be students in the quality of life, the
'The projected 23 decline in' made up of 52 women, 41
creative and performing arts may
the 18- - to 24- - year age group by
r
students. 85
be subject to further expansion.
nonresithe year 2000 will be largely offset dent students and 50
The vocational interest may again
over-2by other kinds of students, predicts students.
snirt oack to liberal arts.
the report. Continued growing
enrollments among the over-2age group, minorities and women
will help balance the declinina
7M
1
bers of traditional college age
numbers
resultinq in onlv a
enroll
"Wilderness Trek Throuoh Now intriguing wildlife oddities like the
ment decline by 2000. Minorities, Zealand," a
.
color movie Tuatara Kzard. a living fossil, and
mostly blacks, will make up 25 of in
the Audubon Wildlife Film the strange flightless Kiwi.
the college enrollment by 2000 Series, will be shown.
In this land of forests and
and narrated
and this, figure could be higher if by Grant Foster on
March
6
at
mountains.
Grant Foster returns
more Hispanics participate. Also McGaw Chapel. College
t;MtA4 tWrlltH
of to the mountains for the final
0. torn (Ml
encouraging to enrollment potenWooster. and on March 7 at portion of his film - to Ml. Aspiring
tial is the possibility that retention Osborne Hall,
Malone College. National park. Here he filmed an
rates will increase as colleges Canton.
Both programs are actual ascent of the summit of Mt.
CLEVELAND'S MICHAEL STANLEY BAND will rock Timken
discover ways to eliminate the sponsored bv the Wilderness Aspiring,
the "Matterhorn of New Gymnasium tonight at 8:00 p.m. with their own
"boredom" most drop-out- s
cite as Center and begin at 7:30 p.m. Zealand."
style of
their reason for leaving.
Tickets may be purchased at the
But youth, no longer in oversup-pldoor. There is a discount Un
but in a "Golden Age," will be Wilderness Center members and
eagerly woed by the military and colleje students. High schocJ
.
.. .
I
I
t J .
C - .1
Tha
J Scotland.
The miirtf.
Enqland.
music off ry.UH
which
derives its
inspiration from
Carnival, and the other is John
industry as well, and this presents students, and children (with par- and the United
States will domithe chorale tune "Ein' feste Burg." Philip Sousa's King Cotton.
an unknown effect on college ent or group), are admitted free.
nate the annual winter concert of Jacob has for many years been
On March 15th the Scot Sym
"
enrollments.
Grant Foster, a New Zealander, the Scot Symphonic Band at prolific composer of music fora phonic
Band departs on its annual
The report, "Three Thousand has won several
international McGaw Chapel on Sunday. March
motion pictures, television, theatre, spring tour. This year's jaunt will
Futures: The next 20 Years in awards for his travel
2nd. beginning at 8:15 p.m. Clad in and band. Other British composiinclude concerts in Ohio. Michigan,
Higher Education," which will be mentaries and wildlife films, docu- their traditional
MacLeod tartan
he has
will be Kenneth
included
tions
and Illinois. In the past the band
released later this year, predicts been with the New '
Zealand uniforms, the 60 member organizaAlford's stately march "Army of has played concerts and paraded
i level ' enrollments until 1983, a National Film Unit since
1957. tion, will be directed by Dr. Stuart
the Nile." and Gustav Hoist's "First in Pennsylvania. New Jersey. New
decline of about
between "Wilderness Trek Through New Ling of the Music Department.
The
Suite"
York. Maryland. Virginia. District of
r
1983 and 1989, a
plateau Zealand" is a montage of several
program will include piping and
of
Besides
of
music
bagpipes,
.the
Tennessee, and Florida.
Columbia.
of level enrollment, then a further his
films, showing dancing as well as music written for
the Scot Band will perform a piece
Admission to McGaw Chapel for
decline of
by 1997 followed an extraordinary variety
of the band.
written by an Ohio composer,
the March 2nd concert is free.
by a steady rebound through the wilderness and wildlife
The major work on the program
ranging
Clare Grundman, called "Hebrides Doors will open at 7:30 p.m.
early 2000's.
from alpine to tropical will be a suite from the pen of the Suite " THiq rrmoricitirr ic kskcorl
The
overall decline in environments. British composer Gordon Jacob
upon four folk songs from these
enrollments projected in the report
"
The native bird life is abundant entitled A Tribute to Canterbury.
islands dirertlu' nff the
's more optimistic
than most
and distinctive,
and thoro
;,,
....vnv, aiiu
mere ell
coast
il
Among
rtmung the
American music to k
ine American
be performed, the most significant j I
WORLD-WID- E
is probably the opening movement
ot the Symphony No. 3 by Vittorio ,1
Bv Diana Gonzalez Ettel
and put about 10,000 miles on the
Giaiinini. Giannini was a highly I
nonsmokers
Reprinted by the CCRS with car each year. Rates were to
TRAVEL
respected
at The Juilliard
State laws stipulate the School professor
permission of the University of include minimum coverage
Music,
of
the
Manhattan
liability
minimum
amount of
and
allowed by state 4aw, collision
Minnesota Daily
sometimes
insurance School of Music, and the Curtis
While auto insurance policies coverage with $100 deductible and
needed by drivers. Liability Institute. His band symphony is
may be fairly standard from comprehensive coverage with a
TAKES YOU
insurance covers you in case you considered a standard. A. new
company to company, prices are $50 deductible.
work, arranged by Warren Barker,
injure
someone,
and
in
those
not.
i
Allstate Insurance had the
is titled "Broadway
states that have
It you are single and female and lowest prices for men's rates
Overture."
a
which
piece
includes
insurance, it is designed to protect
have a clean driving record, your ($229), while Sentry had the lowest
you
you are hying helplessly some of the most exciting show
insurance rates will be women's rates ($136). Milbank .in thewhile
hospital
emergency room tunes of all time.
comparatively low. But if you are a Mutual Insurance had the highest
Two American marches have
and the insurance companies are
young, single male with average rates for both men ($411) and
been programmed. One is by
feuding
over
who
blame
to
for
the
grades, your rates may be as much women ($212). The differences
I f.in y Alford and is. called Purple
as $275 higher than your female between highest and lowest rates accident.
v
It's up to you whether to buv
counterpart's, even if your driving were surprisingly high $182 for
males and $76 for females.
record is spotless.
collision and comprehensive
The Daily surveyed those
Insurance rates depend not only coverage. Collision coverage pays
4 I
insurance companies that, on sex and age, but on several for accidental damages to your
344 Bead Ave.
car, while comprehensive
according to Minnesota other factors as well:
264-89--the year and make of the car
regulators, wsre the state's seven
coverage pays for fire, theft or
largest auto insurers in 1977. The you drive;
vandalism damages.
-- the number of miles vou
companies surveyed were State
If you feel your insurance
Farm Insurance, Farmers commute every day to school or company
is trying to rip you off,
Insurance Group, American work;
by
either
your policy
terminating
Family Insurance, Allstate . -- how much you drive;
by not reimbursing you
or
-- where you live;
Insurance, Mutual Service
adequately, you can file a
-- your driving record;
Insurance, Milbank Mutual
Discount ,orices
T. V
complaint with your state's
a.
--your grade average (good
Insurance and Sentry Insurance.
tor college students.
insurance regulator.
Insurance agents for these grades can get you a
'v
companies were asked to quote rate discount); and
.
Haircuts
Grace's Wine
$3.50
-- the extent of your insurance
rates for
Beard
Trim
j
single male and female students coverage.
$2.50
Shoppe
Men's style cutBlow dry
Some companies add other
who have a dean driving record,
$5.00
248
W.
North Street
qualifications that influence rates.
less than a B average, drive a
Cal's shampooBlow dry
$4.00
Chevrolet Nova eight For examole. Farmers Inu
No Appointment Necessary
262-5Cmiles to school and back each day Group has a special package for
less-selecti- ve

mm
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College of Wooster Grad
Presently Aide to Carter

Conscientious Objectors Card Now
Available to Those Opposing Military
The

Central

Conscientious Objectors
announced that they are

in the military.

for

Committee

has
regis-

tering individuals who are opposed
to participation in the military.

director of
CCCO's Youth and ConscienLarry

The

usefulness of this card,"
says Spears,, "is that It provides, a
record of an individual's opposition
to war and military. Under current
Selective Service regulations, an
individual who is called up for
active duty will have only 10 days
to put together his or her CO claim.
This CO card will help demon
.

Spears,

tious Objection Campaign says,
The need for young people to go

record as conscientious
objectors to war has never been

on

Have you ever wanted to sail the
South Pacific, climb mountains in
Alaska, dig for pre historic man in
India, or trace the route of Marco
.Polo through China? A new firm
Expedition Research. Inc. - has
launched a campaign to register
--

adventure-minde-

students who are looking to join
expeditions.
Expedition Research, Inc.. a
placement service for adventurers
and explorers, is now accepting

objection card.
These cards are available from

conscientious

CCCO. P.O. Box 15796, Philadelphia, PA 19103. They simply
state 'Because of my beliefs about
war. I am opposed to participation

applications from college

students, photographers, scuba

divers, mountain, climbers,

archaeologists,
ocean sailors,
scientists, and other explorers
who want to be placed on various

PERRY

scientific

OPTICAL

TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL
,
1

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
j
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES

PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED

PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL

PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED

college

d

and exploratory

2S4-23- 44

i

The

Woostteir

I'

Don

i

y'

for
Excellence in Dining
.

A Place

.?

M3y We Suggest
The Veal Oscar
;

.Hours:

5 - 8 p.m.

Reservations:

flexibility.

The major's military background reveals a career filled with
proof of his flexibility. It is a career
that began shortly after his 1968

graduation from Wooster and has-- spent
happily for Zorn
mostly in challenging leadership
positions.
An infantry officer, Zom's first
assignment was with the 5th
Marines in Vietnam. As a platoon
commander, Zorn won the Bronze '
Star Medal with "V" device for
distinguishing himself in combat.
From Vietnam, Zorn was
ordered to the 2d Marine Division
at Camp Lejeune, N.C. As a rifle
--b- een

rs

scuba diving, to zoological
research."

which

September.
.

Graduation from AWS found
Zorn in receipt of orders to duty as
commanding officer of a seagoing
Marine Detachment aboard the
The missile
USS Albany (CG-10cruiser was the 2d Fleet flagship.
Aside from providing the ship's
the
internal security and forming
, f
i;
If
I .1
nucleus OI ints ruuaiiys miuuiy
party, the Marine Detachment
took on a new task under Zorn.
"We formed a silent drill team
which performed while we were
ashore in Northern Europe in
1975," he said. "They were sharp
enough to impress the King of
Norway and his Palace Guard."
That same year, Zorn and his
seagoing Marines participated in a
ceremony with Russian sailors and
).

a

marines

honoring

the 30th

anniversary of victory in Europe.
The ceremony was in Boston.
Zorn returned to Quantico in
1976 and was assigned to The

Basic School. He served
successively as a platoon
commander, company XO and
tactics instructor. A captain since

September 1972. he was

promoted to major last June, just
after taking his assignment at
Headquarters Marine Corps.
Then came his selection to more
closely serve the Comma nder-in- Chiet.
"I know the job is in a glamorous
setting, but it's not all parties and
he
great social opportunities,
said.
Zorn's duties are shared with
contemporaries from the Air
ana tne rmy. ine inree
aides have identical duties and
usually rotate their days on a
two-of- f
schedule. While Zorn
mav not be in Dhvsical attendance
to the President during the 12 days
he is "on", he must be completely
accessible and on instant recall.
Routinely, he begins his work
day in mufti, his uniform nearby for
instant change when he must
execute duties directly in
assistance to the President.. ."
Some of those duties include:
serving as liaison between the First
- Family and military support units
to provide necessary services;
assisting the President on official,
state and ceremonial occasions in
the U.S. and abroad; briefing the
President and other family
members on. the military aspects
.

rce

t-o-

12-o- n,

ERI members receive monthly
issues of Exploration, a newsletter
which, lists expedition opportunities and summer and career job company commander, he
opportunities in the outdoors. ERI deployed to Europe to participate
and
members are offered positions . in a joint NATO training exercise. . of travel situations;
relating to
with scientific institutions--, He soon had his first experiences " maintamirig infonnation
in
research vessels, commercial trip at smoothing ruffled feathers. Ci , certain emergency procedures
close proximity to the President.
operators, and outdoor leadership 1 ?My company was assigned to
schools.
V , work operationally for the British,
These duties will carry, Zorn
Registrants also receive resume . 'Turks, Greeks and Italians at back and forth across the nation,
forms which are placed on file to fill ; various times in the six month
overseas and to the President's
urgent requests. Resumes are deployment. Sometimes, things
home state of Georgia. He has
i
and computer-- ' just. didn't work as well as they already made a trip to Camp
coded to facilitate fast retrieval.
' were planned," he said. "It took David, Md.
Registration with ERI costs $15 . patience and a sincere show of
With aD of these other duties,
per year for students ($20 regular). concern to get things back on Zorn is also a "running-mate- "
of
Registrants receive monthly issues ; track, especially when it
Commander-in-Chief- .
.
the
was.
of Exploration, resume forms, and Vnicessary
"The President is very active
speak through an
a 20".., mail order discount on interpreter."to
physically," Zorn knows.
r
outdoor equipment ordered
Days after his selection for the
Camp Lejeune, he was
through Eastern Mountain Sports. f. Back at
job, Zorn noted that the
aide's
Headquarters
command
of
given
a
Students may- - register by
Service Co. It trained for civil
President completed a seven mile
sending $15 to Expedition disturbance duty and Zorn led it to run in about 49 minutes. Zorn
Research. Inc., P.O. Box 467R.
went out and did nine miles just to
Cathedral and Franklin Streets, Washington, D.C. in 1973 to stand
be sure he was in shape to keep up
'Annapolis, Maryland. 21404. or by during the Presidential
"
with his new boss.
,
inauguration.
write for further information:
.

.

.

cross-indexe- d

"

nd

.-a-

.

rffiBtf,,1,,,,,,tttitttt,,ttittr

School

n

'

Warfare
convened that

attend Amphibious

.

.

264-23- 41

company while he was waiting to

.

Co-Direct- or

School

Officer Candidates

11-ye- ar

'

111

--

d

expeditions worldwide.
Over 100 expeditions have
approached ERI for team
members. These projects range
from archaeological excavations
to Himalayan mountaineering,
from oceanographic surveys and
cave exploration to scientific
investigations on all six continents.
Some expeditions award salaries.
commissions, and royalties to
team members; others require
cost sharing. Expeditions last from
several days to several months.
Students, either undergraduate
or graduate, are in demand. They
gain field experience by working
with professors and scientists
involved in their field of study.
"One interesting fact we have
discovered," says Jim Stout.
Club. National Geographic
of the Firm, "is that many Society, the National Speleopeople are not aware of the logical Society, the Smithsonian
number of exploratory and Institution, various universities,
research oriented projects that are and outing clubs.
being formed each year. We
Chris White, . a Princeton
receive requests for ERI members University biologist, and" Jim
Stout, a geographer from the
to join expeditions weekly."
Expedition Research, the University of Washington, are
- of
the firm. White
brainchild, of two ' experienced
mountaineers,' was formed on the explains that "there is a terrific
premise that there are thousands need for people with interests
of adventurers around the world ranging from archaeology, to

gun ivi in in iiiiiniiiiuiMiini iirri

Durina the summer of 1973,
to
Zorn then a captain-return- ed
Quantico. He was given tne
executive officer billet with an

.

co-directo-

333 EAST LIBERTY

'

f

Offer
Expedition Research Firm
Placement Service for Adventurous

greater than it is today."
According to Spears, There is a
very real possibility that Congress
will pass a bill, after the 1980
elections, requiring the mandatory
registration of young people with
Selective Service. Young Americans should start thinking about
whether they could participate in
the military."
Spears says that CCCO has
already registered several thousand young people through its

t

strate to the military the thousands
A College of Wooster giaduate
of young people who will not serve
has made it to the White House.
in the military even if the nation
returns to the draft."
J Marine Major Jeffery L. Zorn
CCCO was founded in 1948 as (Wooster, '68) has been selected
the Central Committee for Con- as one of three Marine Military
scientious Objectors and is a Aides to President Carter.
national agency counseling young I Becoming a Presidential military
U
U
,w.4
i
j
Americans facing the prospect of
military service.
Zorn's mind. In fact, the path to
the White House began to turst
open for him in early fall when he
Will
received a late night phone call.
1 was called by Major Vic
Taylor,
the ground assignment
who would like to put their talents
and interests to use in the field, but monitor at Headquarters Marine
Zorn
who do not know how to go about Corps," the 33 year-ollooking
it. ERI provides a service not only explained. "He said he was
to these individuals, but to the for qualified officers in the D.C.
groups who are looking for them. area to be screened for the
The firm assists leaders of assignment."
At the time, Zorn was into the
expeditions in their search for
he's had
sponsorship, funding, and firsthisreal staff assignment
Assigned
to
career.
in
equipment, as well as team
Headquarters Marine Corps, but
members.
Requests for members in the physically located at Quantico, he
last month include an array of headed a Task Analysis Team with
open to college the Manpower Utilization Office.
expeditions
The Mentor, Ohio, native was
students:
one of six -- Marines initially
Little Cayman Expedition:
nominated for the assignment.
marine botany in the Caribbean,
with SCUBA instruction. Ahead of them lay background
Sponsored by the Expedition investigations and interviews with
key White House officials.
Training Institute.
- Jericho Excavation
Project:
"Two colonels from the
archaeological dig near Jerusalem.
briefed me before I went
Pentagon
Sponsored by the Israel
interview," Zorn said.
first
my
for
Exploration Society.
was to relax...tet
advice
"Their
- Mountaineering Expedition to
really like'."
you're
what
see
them
Dhaulagiri I: climb of the sixth
extensive
two
of
first
The
highest mountain in the world.
with
was
had
Zorn
interviews
Sponsored by the American
of the
Director
Beamon,
Marty
'
Alpine Club.
White House Military Office, the
Wildlife Study in Kenya:
was
chemistry
behavioral study of African wildlife Beamon-Zorwas
Marine'
the
compatible
and
in July and August. Sponsored by
up. So
step
next
the
for
cleared
the University of Delaware.
were two other candidates.
- Circimnavigation of the Globe:
' Zorn believes a combination of
an American team sets out to sail
factors resulted in his
"extra"
around the world. Sponsored by
selection more so than his
Women at the Helm.
Expeditions registered with ERI qualifications being regarded as
better than others vying for the
have been endorsed by such
job. One of those extras was
organizations as the' Explorers
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Dorm May Soon
Become Alternative Housing Option
Co-e- d

Non-Progra- m

cont. from pg.

S

--

-

Academic

1

to

promote the educational
the College; 2) a
member of the College's

.

non-progra- m

cod

- ' goals of

-

discussing tne issue of a
dorm, the proposal
was reviewed by the Trustees
Their decision reads as follows:
The administration is also
authorized
to 'establish
' residential, "units involving
both men and women which ' '
do not have ; previously -established programmatic "
.
themes. Students; once

.

Affairs

1

staff 'shall be in residence in
the facility; and 3) men and
:
women shall be separated
by floors or by wings.
.
:'Jed' Albeit the college had three codorms available to students at
the time, there were still no non--

progranv units available to

encouraged to develop their
own ; program under the
guidance of a staff member.
"These-- 1 units" - would be

students desiring - co-eliving.
During spring quarter of 1979, the
d

.Social Affairs Committee, headed
by Chairman Greg Hook, made a
clear distinction between program

and

non-progra-

co-e-

m

--

non-progra-

m

d

--

non-progra-

m

d

d

-

non-progra-

m

d

:

d

non-progra-

m

living. .
During . last fall quarter,
co-e- d

demonstrated need for such
a unit based upon the
expressed preferences of
students for this kind of

.

V-

-

-

A

-

d

non-progra- m

d

-

1.

Co-e-d

.

residential units

are ' a worthwhile

and
enriching aspect of the
liberal arts education at

-

v

--

-

,

Wooster.
2. r The' co-e-d
environrnent
allows a greater opportunity

.

"

idt? college community

participation in educational
and '' recreational activities
(i.e. workshops,
socials,
speakers, discussions, etc.)
3; Offers a relaxed
atmosphere, free of , the
stereotypic, roles assigned
to members of the opposite
...
sex.
4. Conducive to a "family"..;
environment which pro-

m

College.

,

--

.

motes

self-actualization--

.

,

Square Dance
cont. from pg. 4
that,
"since this is leap year,
states
the tradition goes for girls to chase
the guys - literallyf As is customary
for all Sadie Hawkins affairs, all
campus men are fair game where
Wooster women are concerned,,
and should spiff up for the event in
their most elegant denims, sus1
ponders arid flannel shirts. Likewise, all Sadie Hawkins' should be
docked out in their finest country-dresseand' hair rfcbons. For all

those !itchrn for- - some

foot-stompin-

' hand clappin

'

V

country
musk-- . Douglass attic is the place to
bf- - YaTl come on dowrr now, ya
hear? .
"'ATS
TT58S3SS?SSTB?nrtii ii '

""

.JiJA to Ibe
would force .1the candidates
prepared"
"more
to face the issues.
Under the new leadership, the
SGA will apply itself to the push for
a non program
dorm. "In. the
past three years I've seen evidence
of unhealthy stereotyped attitudes
between men and women too
many times." Knall commented,
adding that she believes a

dorm creates a more naturalI
atmosphere" for students.
During the coming term, the
SGA will Investigate the possibility
of a student discount from downtown merchants. The responsibility
f researching a discount program.
however, will fad to the treasurer
anc
'be Financial Affairs
Committee.
i Noting that the SGA consists of
"interesting, active, and concerned
'
people." both Knall and Buckey
the Dean's staff the ability tog are optimistic about the immediate
future of the SGA. The SGA is "a
co-ecreate a
diverse group" of people with a
residential unit.
Campus Council is looking for "wide range of Interests," and "we
a ' new " treasurer. If you are ; should see a lot of creativity next
interested in applying, or would term in SGA." Knall concluded.
like more information, ' contact
Jake Reiter, current treasurer, or
Cindy Weiler.
At their last meeting Campus
Council chartered the Archery
Club.
-

cont. from pg. 1
increased visibility of SGA activities
through 77ie Voice, and other
means." Buckey added.
Knall maintained that a convocation should be set aside for SGA
and Campus Council candidates.
Such a forum would keeD con- cerned students informer. nrA it f

M

-

non-progra-

Farrow, admissions intern.

-

;

.-of-

-

fering

t

.'

Frarf Trover

Cbnsurtrit5

K346 E. DOVUAN ST,

"

.

There will be a bus going to the
t
Cleveland airport at the end of the
For Your Convenience
quarter. It will leave March 15 at
off the College Campusd
Just
f
1:00 p.m. and return March 25 at I
4:00 p.m. cost ts 15.00 per wav. I
For ALL Your Travel
and sign ups are in the SGA office it between 6.00 and 7:00 p.m.
Inquiries and Needs- .

Foreign Study
country.
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.

Currently, the admissions staff is
working towards long range
planning, including a new search .
system through SAT programs.
What admissions needs most is
support ' both faculty and student.
Talk up Wooster. This Saturday is '
the first "Look at Wooster Day" ,
for the year.
At an executive meeting, the
trustees passed a resolution giving '

conf. from pg. 5
An advantage of - the
quarter system is the opportunity
to visit more than one country.
Each student should weigh the
benefits of each system as it affects
the foreign travel program and the
number of credits available. The
choice depends on the amount of
time the student wants to spend- abroad and in Wooster.

m

n 7

a richer

environment for learning by
a more stimulating,
intellectual atmosphere.
6. Advantageous because it
places responsibilities : on
the individual which will .
.better prepare himher to
" interact in a
'
': setting.
and
accepted
proposal
was
This
then submitted by Dean , of
Students. Kenneth Plusquellecto
the Executive Committee of the ;
Board of Trustees earlier this
month. After nearly five years

d

SGA BRIEFS

On Monday, Feb. 25. the
student representatives on the
faculty and trustee committees on
admissions came to the SGA to
discuss problems and policy of
admissions. Also present was Jay

"..

5. .Creates

d

co-e-

within a larger group.

'

co-e-

--

A

.

CALL

264-65- 05
fTAOSOS

'!

--

-

New SGA Staff Has High Hopes for theJ98CV81 Year
-

.

s

;

by Mimi Hedges.

--

non-progra-

-

The College' production of "Romeo and Juliet" opened last night and continues with performances
tonight and tomorrow and a matinee on Sunday. Tickets are on sale at Freedlander Theatre. Photo

housing; 2) such a unit shall
be judged by the Vice
;
President . for "Academic
Affairs to-- promote - the
educational goals of the
;' College; 3) a member of the
College's staff shall be in
residence in the facility;' and
4) men and women shall be
separated by floors or by
wings.
Currently, the Dean of Students
VKofnro
has th nranr"nrrrx-- l
.1
me ena oit winter quarter, a
decision s.hould be reached on
whether or not a non program coed dorm at Wooster will become a
reality.Though progress has been
slow during the last three years to
develop such ' housing for
differentiating students, there still
are many opaque details which

the must be illuminated .before
committee began writing a students can take advantage of
proposal to institute a non"
housing at the

program co-edorm at Wooster.
The General Assembly passed the
proposal, and revisions were made
during the present quarter. The
final SGA" proposal for a
co-edormitory during
tne iyeu-a- i
school year, was
submitted to 'the- Dean of
Students, stressing the following
reasons supporting the request:.

i

following guidelines: 1) the
Dean of Students shall
determine that there is a

-

including housing options.- - A
prevalent finding in the results of
the survey Illustrated that 68. of
the. .students who; responded
co-e.. would five in a
, dorm if given the opportunity.
Results of the ETS, coupled with
the findings of the 1977 poll, helped
facilitate SGA action to push for a
co-ehousing unit at
Wooster. "Because of these two
surveys, not only did we (Social
Affairs Committee) see a needior
more co-ehousing, but also, a
need for more
co-ehousing," stated Hook. The
Student Government Association
did not interpret the findings to
indicate co-eprogram housing
. was not viable, rather, that there
existed a campus need for

i

;

under, the

'established

d

dormitories. The committee
distributed an ETS (Educational
Test" Survey) ..polling student
reactions to various aspects of
student lifestyles at the college.,

f

assembled, would be

"

.

0

EnBEn

--

Fni

r

t
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Classifieds

Classifieds
P WANTED

Need a summer job? Lots of work,
lots of money? Now hiring! See
'
RiverskV IntQTiat'tonal.
Job opening for spring quarter
'Campus Council Treasurer. Good,
bucks: Accounting course or experience necessary. Contact Jake
Reiter. box 4146. Interviews begin
next quarter.
Editorial cartoonists needed for
The Wooster Voice. Contact Lisa
Vickery, Box 3187 or ext. 433
weekday afternoons.

1

,

SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Lowest fees.
ADC accepted. 513 West Market
St. Call ton free
-9150.

TYPING

AVAILABLE-F-

or

.

professionally typed I.S.'s and
papers at very reasonable rates
call Lynn Scoles,
264-064- 9.

FOR SALE
Spinet Console Piano
Wanted: Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write credit manager:. P.O. Box
.
537, SheJoyvOle, Ind. 46176.

Thank you Louise. Kevin. Hank.
Mary Ann. Dave. Dave. Dave.
Mike. Gus. Keith. Tarmin. Leslie.
Sue. Patricia. Diane. Bob. Kathy.
Karen. Chris. Pam. John, let's not
forget Bill and of course. Mom and

Dad..

0

Hnl
IMLLaf

-

T

I

264-662-5

U

OHM

'

Good bye

I

el rancho grand

eomedv written bv Neil Simon,
requires 5 male actors and 6
female actors. Plaza Suite will be
by Dave Drumm of
Wooster and Greg Firis of
Ritrman. Anyone interested in
trying out for a part or in working
as a crew member is urged to
attend one or all nights of tryouts.
For further information, call Dave
between 10:00
Drumm at
a.m. and 9:00 p.m.

-

z

M-I

Good Street in Wadsworth at 7:30
p.m. Plaza Suite, a aengnnui

co-direct-

j

.To the Editor,
Good Riddance you scoundrel.

- Facif -

.

-

JJ"J

triei"uw'",","'i"""

" j"
.
females, section ana ciuo a major
cause. Often students
members, and , independents,
nShmen as wen as Seniors, come to Wooster making close

J..

Resented, their opinions about
Personal experiences in relation to
these topics. Many views
suggested the student body to be
corXrrning to society's traditional

?" for
assooatmg w.th that "clique
cBqu
years
remammg
the
3
the
then becomes the standard tor the
student's actions and contacts
other people outside of the
role patterns and feeling with
group.
core
roles,
..
those
about
uncomfortable
This behavior could be classified
When a person is seen with a
most of society but
member of the opposite sex more as natural for reafly
satisfied with
than once, the couple often has to are students
Many
Wooster?
ideal
at
that
answer questions about .their
expressed
discontent
relationship as "word has gotten students
social activity and
around" and they have been with the campus
for providing a
This raises facilities on
labeled a "couple".
-their Sroupof
broaden
to
chance
problems of ownership" and
thereby
avoid the
and
friends
parties
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more
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to go out ana
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Most Brands
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studbe

Phi Beta
Distinguished
Visiting
Kappa
Scholar, will speak in the Pit on
Wednesday, April 9, at 7:00 p.m.
Her topic is "Enhancing the
participation of women in science
i
.and technology.

Dr. Anna Harrison,

at
J. B. Service and Sales
2522 Cleveland Rd.
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The Wadsworth Footfighters will
hold tryouts for the play, Plaza
3, 4 and 5 at the
Suite, on March
"
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BARGAINS
Classified advertising in The
Wooster Voice is still a bargain.
$1.50 for 15 words or less, 5C for
each additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for .15 words
or less, 5 for each additional
word. Send payment with ad to
Voice, Box 3187 by Tuesday,
before publication.
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THANKS

e
for the Winter Quarter
yearbook-begin- s
issue of the 1979-"8next Monday, March 3.
The cost is $3.50 and this special
bargain price only lasts for one
week. Save $1.50 by ordering
parly? Buy now, or pav later!
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The College of Wooster - a. male counterpart. This
- to the idea that once you . are
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regularly you are
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not
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K. Carr Pool
Oberlin, Ohio
Tib. 24. 2 t Mar. 1
Oberlin Collage
PreM Binaries: Feb. 28 t a.a. DUlng; 1 p.a. Sela
noon
All other dates--1- 2
7:30 p.a.
Finals (each night):
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Wooster swimming coach Bryan
Bateman leaves no doubt to what
his team's goals are as it prepares
for the OAC Championships this
weekend. "Our main goal Is to
qualify more swimmers for the
nationals and to qualify all our
relay teams," said Bateman. It's not
easy. The standards for qualification are demanding, but Bateman
thinks the team's chances are
good.
Two Wooster swimmers have I
already made the grade. AD-- ;
Americans Stan McDonald and
Jeff Strater are on their way.
McDonald has qualified for three J
events, the 200 fly, 100 fly, and the ;
200 free. Strater has qualified for
the 1650 free.
Other swimmers ready to challenge for a nationals spot include t
soph Rick Wurster and senior Jim',
Janasko. "I'm ready excited about,
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Scots Look for Qualifiers
As Championships Near
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Grant Awarded to Educational TV
assist in developing the

The U. S. Office of Education
material, which will include a
has awarded a three-yea- r
contract
for $3.5 million to Educational Film teacherleader guide, curriculum
Center' of Springfield, Va., to material for the students and a
produce a television series on guide for parents. ATT will also help
health and nutrition for 8- - to in training teachers and staff of
art
national organizations to coordiii cnuaren.
l.ii
nate the television programs and
PowerThe series, to be called
house, will seek to provide young- curriculum materials.
Some 1,600 students, teach
sters with skills, understanding and
motivation to develop and maintain good health. The programs
will strive to help young people
discover that each person is a
The Director of the Committee'
potential "powerhouse" - with on Militarism in Education
strength, confidence and a positive charged today that the Selective
Service System's plan to establish
Each drama will center around
registration centers in our nation's
the activities and interactions of high schools and colleges is a "time
adults and youngsters working bomb waiting to go off."
together to turn a
boxing
At a news conference. Dr.
gym - named Powerhouse - into a Robert I. Rhodes, director of the
community health and recreation
committee, expressed astonishprocenter.
ment that the Selective Service
files of real people, simulated
System would even consider such
commercials, consumer tips and a a plan. Under existing legislation,
'team of "super heroes" will be the plan would be implemented if
included . in each of the .16 President Carter ordered a return
programs.
to mandatory registration for the
There will be two versions of draft.
each program: a
version
Dr. Rhodes went on to discuss
for use on public broadcasting
in some detail the impact
version
registration centers would have on
stations and a
for use in the classroom. To serve
our nation's schools. He predicted
as large an audience as possible, that if we become involved in
the Office of - Education will
another unpopular war, students
at these,
will picket or sit-iencourage schools and educational institutions to record the procenters. Since obstruction of the
on their own
grams Selective Service is a felony and a
video equipment for use in
federal offense, we would be
exposing students to long jail
educational
settings.
sentences arising from nonviolent
The Educational Film Center will
activities carried out in their own
caD on the expertise of a number of
schools.
groups in the development of the
i.-year--

conducted during the preproduc-tioand pilot stages.
The pilot program is scheduled
for completion in 1980 and the
series is scheduled for use by public
television stations in late 1981 or
early 1982.

n

oia

Registration: A Ticking Time Bomb?,
Dr. Rhodes concluded his press
conference with a request that the
new Department of Education call
on Congress to forbid the use of
our high schools and colleges as
registration centers.
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Give Your Tan A
Head Start For Spring Break!
Come to Design Tan

te

- before you go on your Spring

.

20-minu- fe

Break.

Start your tan now so you can have fun on
the beach without burning. Later, when you
come home, we will help you keep your
tan from fading.

n

off-the-a- ir

for

Students
20 VISITS ONLY
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.The National Collaboration of
!
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recommend

individuals

Fui kne of aanans.

they

n Dewng area

would like to see in the series, react
to the pilot program and suggest

features

for the

of mental health, children's television; physical health, nutrition and
education will advise the center
throughout the fife of the Power
house series.
The Agency for Instructional
Television, Bloomington, Ind will
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-save!
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of several parent and youth
groups, will help select a group of
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who will offer
suggestions for program themes,
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series:
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es,

,

non-commerc-

in

race."
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"I:

wouldn't put it past him (a
nationals qualification)." Janasko,.
along with McDonald,-wil- l
attempt to qualify in the 200
breaststroke.
dual
The Scots bring a
record into the OAC's, but,
cautions Bateman, that record
could be deceiving. "We really
didn't talk dual goals," he said.
"We trained right through them.
Consequently, we haven't quali-- :
fied as many for nationals." The
Scots are strong, as evidenced by
finish in the OAC'
their
relays last month.
Bateman takes a realistic view of
his team's chances for winning the.
OAC. "Kenyon is just too good. It
would take a miracle for anyone to
knock them off. But we expect to
finish second, and Oberlin and
Denison ought to make it a good

co-capta-

ers, families and home viewers in
14 sites across the nation will
participate in a formal evaluation

non-broadca- st

said Bateman.
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Grapplers Finish
Eleventh in Ohio
Conference

Scotties Play Well But
Fall From Satellite Orbit1

throws to win the game and secure
a spot in the state tournament.
Senior Val Walton led the
scorers with 19 points. Lisa Mullett
also scored in double figures with
11. Pat Buda and Kris Leslie
contributed to the fine effort with 8
and 7.

by Katharine L. Blood
With three seconds left to play,
Malone scored two
to defeat the Wooster
in
women's basketball team,
the Satellite tournament Saturday,
Feb. 23. at Wooster.
The game remained even for the
first six minutes. Lisa Mullett
scored an outside shot with 13:45
left to play and the Scotties gained
the lead. The Scotties continued
to increase their lead and upped it
to 4 points. Malone did make an
early comeback and tied up the
score. With 4:34 left on the clock
top-seede-

free-throw-

d

s

57-5-

6,

Malone

tri-me-

2

attempted

ano.ther

--

comeback, and made six quick
points. "With 7:16 remaining.
Malone scored another outside
shot and shaved Wooster 's lead to
three points. With 6:00 remaining
in the game the score was tied
The two teams remained
within one point of one another
until the end. With three seconds
left to play Malone made two free- 50-5- 0.
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57-5-
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Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us':
m-

Only

FINEST PIZZA ANYWHERE

Great Pizza!

at

'"

Great Prices!
Located Just Off Campus
Dine in our newly remodeled dining area.
'
StOD In
Ca.llnr -

264-831- 9

. 305 Beall Ave.
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Prizes Galore

I

Watch for more details.
Sponsored by

The
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
...
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Weekdays-5p-m.-la.-

Cany-Ou-

SK&MK9QBXM&i
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.coming sdowiM

Pittsburgh

Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions

Closed Tues.

.

Prion

second in their running events. iii i
Swanger cut 8 seconds off her time
to secure second in the 880 yard
run and Blood placed second in
the 1000.
Penny Price and Elaine Turley
scored for the. distance runners.! Hi
Price placed third in both the mile
and two mile while Turley grabbed
a fourth in the mile and a third in
the 1000. '
Coach Bruce Hunter was really
pleased and proud of the Scotties I
performance. "This is the first meet
we have ever won, but we have
outscored other teams." he ex-- .
plained. "I'm happy for those who iz
have been in the program the
longest," he said. "The hard work
has finally paid off."

418 N. MARKET

flad to Order Cheese, Pepperoni. Sausage,

--

.-

1

"The Pizza with the Big Secret!

Sunday

Bob ".
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first-yea- r
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mmuF- n I ill II'
VAL WALTON CHALLENGES her Malone opponent for a
Photo by
rebound in last Saturday's game. Malone won,
Mark

262- -

ess&s W'jss pirn

TTrt.

said

.

1

764

1

Yomboro. "I did see a lot of
improvement."
Yomboro think the chances for
next year's squad are good. "If we
keep all the wrestlers we have and
add a couple of good wrestlers, we
ought to be very competitive next
year.".

1

put.
As expected Wooster showed its
strength in the sprint events. Pam
Willis broke a field house record in
the 300 yard dash with the time of

STYLING & HAIRCUTS
FOR
MEN & WOMEN

Marietta,

Wittenberg, and Ohio Wesleyan.
Wooster was 10th, and Oberlin
landed in the basement.
The squad finished the year with
a
dual meet record, which
doesn't adequately reflect the vast
'improvement of this year's team.
"It was a rebuilding season,"
2-9--

v.

-

e,

Union, Heidelberg,

et

Tf

!r"1g

'O

Baldwin-Wallac-

Rud-ma-

j

,

semi-fina-

41:04. Charlene Kemp earned two
first places. She was clocked at
7:34 in the 55 yard dash and 8:07
in the 55 yarcf hurdles. Charlotte
Inforzato placed second in the 55
.yard dash and Heather Murphy
placed second in the hurdles.
In the middle distance events,
the Scotties held their own.
;Charlotte Robinson placed second
'in the 440 yard dash and Laurel
Dowd finished third. Molly
gained third place in the 600
and the 300. Sue Roberts trailed
Rudman to finish fourth in the 600.
Roommates Rachel Swanger
and Kathy Blood both placed

f)QlflM

ld

,

The College of Wooster women's track team won its first meet
at
ever Friday. Feb. 22, in a
Kenyon. The Scotties scored 67
points to slip by Kenyon, who
trailed by six. and to overpower
Heidelberg, who had only 14.
The fine performance in the field
events got the Scotties off to a
great start. Charlene Kemp and
Charlotte Inforzato placed first and
second in the long jump, while
Kathy Blood and Sue Roberts
grabbed second and tftird in the
high jump. Not to be outdone,
Sally Barton and Kathy Blood also
scored second and third in the shot

point lead.
.The Scotties continued their
fine play during the second half. In
two minutes Val Walton made four
free throws and an inside shot to
increase the lead by 13. With nine
minutes to play in the game
30-2-

wrestling team finished 10th out of
at the Ohio Conference
an 1
championships ' at Berea last
'
weekend.
Wooster's John Srock (177
pounds) and Tom Wood (142) put
Both
on ' fine performances.
l
wrestlers reached the
rounds of their respective weight
classes before being knocked out.
Ohio Northern took top honors
'.in the event, followed by Capital.
Mt.
Muskingum,
1-fie-

Scottie Track
Racks Up First
Meet Win

Scotties regained

half time with a

by Hank Sperry
The College of Wooster

"

their
momentum and left the court at
the
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